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Students trapped in elevator
<Fourth floor
wall destroyed in
effort to quickly
rescue students
BY MAYA KASHYAP
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday morning, an elevator in the Newman Vertical Campus
carrying five graduate students became stuck between the third and
fourth floors. The five passengers
were trapped inside the elevator
for approximately an hour and 45
minutes until they were rescued by
the Fire Department. The elevator
was jammed in such a fashion that
the Fire Department had to smash
a hole in the wall of the fourth floor
to rescue the students.
According to Carol Abrams,
chief communications officer for
the Office of Communications and
Marketing, the elevator passengers
notified Campus Public Safety of
the situation at around 8:47 a.m.,
through the emergency telephone
located inside the elevator. The
Campus Public Safety Command
Center then alerted Buildings and
Grounds while remaining in contact with the students through the
telephone and security camera.
Alongside campus security, “the
Fire Department was called,” noted
Abrams of the rescue team that arrived at 10:26 a.m. Seeing it as their

Final
results
of USG
elections
declared
BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

Abrams pointed out that, upon
their rescue, the college’s Emergency Medical Technician was on hand
to offer medical attention to each
student, although it was

Anthony Hernandez has officially won this year’s contest for
Undergraduate Student Government president, but the elections
of two of his comrades from the
CURE Party were nullified over
campaign violations.
In a special meeting last Monday, the Student Election Review
Committee certified the election
results. After reviewing all complaints filed by the three rival parties against each other, it disqualified Ali Khaliq and Samim Abedi,
the candidates for lower senator
positions, because they published
articles in The Ticker during the
week of the elections.
“This is a violation of election
rules involving the use of student
activities fees to promote their
candidacies as well as a policy that
candidates must recuse themselves from use of campus media,”

SEE ELEVATOR PAGE 4

SEE USG PAGE 4
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Five graduate students were trapped inside the idle elevator in the Vertical Campus for one hour and 45 minutes.
best option, they tore through the
wall on the fourth floor to evacuate
the trapped students.
Carl Aylman, Director of Student Life, found it odd that a hole
had to be smashed through the
wall. “Usually, when an elevator

gets stuck, they can pull up an adjacent elevator and transfer everyone
over,” said Aylman. Natalia Diaz, senior, added, “I thought it was really
weird, usually when elevators get
stuck, they don’t get stuck between
floors.”

Buying your own credit scores Rwandan president
teaches history class
BY LAURA RAMIREZ

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The average credit score in New
York is 686 on a scale of 800 according to creditreport.com and a few
online companies are using this incentive to sell tradelines that promise to help increase the scores for
those less than average.
To boost a credit score, a person is listed as an authorized user
on the account of people who have
very good credit scores, this lasts
from 30 – 75 days depending on
how much you pay. These people
are added as authorized users to
the accounts of the people with
higher credit scores. Some Web
sites like addatradeline.com sell
tradelines from $625 - $2000 and
promise to boost your score by at
least 200 points.
This growing business of essentially selling their credit score in
order to boost someone else’s score
is popular among many Web sites.
Although this is legal and a practice
many parents use with their children, some are still not comfortable
with it.
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<MTV films
history class taught
by Paul Kagame
BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR
FINANCE.CC

Companies claiming to boost your credit score have shown up all over the net.
“FICO sets your score so it’s
impossible for anyone to promise
to boost your score by a minimum
number of points, it’s not worth
your money and I wouldn’t do
it” says Dana Anderson, a sophomore.
The person that wants to bring
their credit score up does not actually get access to the other person’s
credit card, but instead gets the
higher person’s score incorporated
to their low one. Federal law allows
for authorized users to be included
to credit card accounts something
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that is widely done amongst family members of the person with the
primary card. Since there is no law
to restrict the kinds of authorized
users as of yet, many companies
use this loophole to make money.
“Credit scores are so important
nowadays but it is probably best
to have a parent or family member
add you as an authorized user instead than a random Web site,” says
Chrystal Gayle, a senior. This growing business, although legal for
now, might not remain so if used
inappropriately.

Paul Kagame, a former guerrilla
leader who played a crucial role
in stopping the 1994 genocide in
Rwanda, substituted for Professor
Murray Rubenstein in his “In Search
of History” class on Wednesday. A
surprise visit of Rwandan President
was organized by mtvU, MTV’s 24hour college network, which taped
Kagame’s teaching for one of its
Emmy-nominated “Stand-In” series, due on air at noon on May 16.
The Rwandan leader spoke about
his homeland, its people, economy
and the war.
“Genocide has a long history,”
said Kagame. During the first half
of the twentieth century, the terri-
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tory of Rwanda was a protectorate
of Belgium. The colonialists favored
the minority Tutsis over the majority Hutus, introducing in 1926 a
system of identification cards that
separated the two groups.
Kagame, who is Tutsi, was born
in 1957 in the western region of
Gitarama, Rwanda. In 1959, the revolt led by frustrated Hutus ousted
Rwandan’s last monarch, a Tutsi
King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa. Thousands were killed in the revolt.
Fearing persecution, over 150,000
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A spirited 30th annual Spring Fling
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch’s annual celebration,
Spring Fling, again gave the opportunity for students to unwind
before finals and term papers come
crashing in. The thirtieth Spring
Fling came about with more enjoyable activities for students this
year. The street between the Vertical Campus and the library building was blocked off and even local
residents dropped by to join in the
fun. The event, which is sponsored
by the Office of Student Life and
various Baruch organizations was
held as usual on the first Thursday
of the month and gave opportunity
for alumni to stop by as well.
“It’s better this year. A lot of
stuff going on,” said sophomore
Ilya Shnayder, as he waited on line
to play a video game. Just like him
other students indulged on whatever suited their taste and that included making a long line to enjoy
the rock climbing wall while their
fellow students watched. While she
waited on line of the rock climbing wall, Yalitza Peña, sophomore,
said, “This is hot! If you fall, you
voluntarily busted your butt! It’s a
great way to meet new people on
campus and have fun at school.”
Like her, many students use this
opportunity to scout out potential
clubs and make new friends.
Other students, on the other
hand, used the opportunity to enjoy their last semester at Baruch
College before the real world takes
over. “I love Spring Fling! It’s my last
so I’m making the most of it,” said
Marcel Rozo, a graduating senior.
The day progressed with more
students leaving their classes to
stop by the street fair, even if it was
for a few minutes.
With the campus radio station
WBMB playing music throughout
the event, there was never a dull
moment. “I’m performing here for
the third time,” said Donte Blackwell, while he walked around the
fair before his performance.
Most clubs also used the time to
show students the benefits of joining their organization. Many of the
student organizations, such as the
Archery Club, brought items to engage and entertain students, and
had sign up sheets for students who
were interested in joining.
One thing was certain, though.
the 30th annual Spring Fling was
one of the best. With games, free
food and, best of all, company for
all; it will be a hard one to top come
next year. Sophomore Charisse
Holder summarized the event best
when she said, “It’s a good activity
that brings students together and I
look forward to it every year!”

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Students race each other on a gigantic football blow-up track built for two.

For more Spring Fling
photobooth pictures visit our
Web site at theticker.org.
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An aerial view of the crowd.
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The rock-climbing wall was a big hit this Spring Fling.

SACC awards honor student tutors
BY NICOLE LEE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday, May 2, the Student Academic Consulting Center
held its fifth annual Tutor Certification and Awards Ceremony. The
event, held at the Newman Conference Center, recognized outstanding tutors in various disciplines
for their hard work throughout the
year.
President Kathleen Waldron delivered opening remarks, praising
SACC tutors for measuring themselves against standards beyond

those of Baruch College. In addition to congratulating this year’s
group of tutors, Waldron praised
SACC’s Director Carol Morgan, for
her exceptional work with the organization.
Notable attendees included Associate Provost Dennis Slavin, Dean
of the Zicklin School of Business
John Elliott, Associate Dean Phyllis Zadra, and Provost David Dannenbring, all of whom paid tribute
to special guest Myrna Chase, Dean
of the Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences. Chase, who announced
her retirement earlier this year, has

been an avid supporter of SACC
and has attended each of its five
award ceremonies.
In addition to recognizing its
newly certified tutors, SACC announced Karen Theodore as the
winner of its “A Day in the Life of
a Tutor” video competition. The
contest asked participants to create a short film documenting their
lives as SACC tutors. Timmy Zhao,
awarded Tutor of the Year, came in
third with his submission filmed in
the style of the television show 24.
The night’s dinner entertainment featured student Siufong Ngo

Students having a blast while riding the tilt-a-whirl.
singing “Smile,” and Jeffrey Reynolds and April Allen-Materowski
singing various operatic pieces accompanied by pianist Jon Holden.
Reynolds, honored with a Special
Mention in English, delighted the
audience with a humorous yet
tributary SACC anthem to the music of Les Miserables. Later, he led
some of the faculty in attendance
in a special, surprise musical tribute to Chase. Teary eyed, Chase accepted a special award in recognition of her support of SACC saying,
“[SACC] will always be in my heart.”
SACC provides free peer tutoring
to all Baruch undergraduate students in a variety of subjects. In the
last five years, 348 tutors have been

trained and nationally certified in
accordance with the standards of
the College Reading and Learning Association. Forty-seven tutors
were certified in 2007. This year’s
award ceremony was coordinated
by Director Carol Morgan, Assistant Director Jamie Infante, Senior
Coordinator Nidzaida Garcia and
SACC’s Master Tutors.
Gavin Maglantay, a recipient
of the Special Service Award, captured the general sentiment of the
organization, “I’ve worked in many
different organizations and whenever I need to remember where
my values come from, I remember
SACC.”
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Marketing class wins competition
<CHAOS!
Advertising team
wins National
Student Advertising
Competition
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch’s team, CHAOS! Advertising, came in first place in the
regional competition at the American Advertising Federation’s annual National Student Advertising
Competition and came ahead of 11
other colleges. The team consisted
of students Juan Cano, Susie Lee,
Tony Yao, Marina Zavelevich, Celia Au, Edward Drakhlis, Amy Lee,
Richard Trautmann, Donald Wong,
Natalia Diaz, Swati Lashkery, Min
Yang, Yi Susan Lin, Andrew Luyando and Nicole Villani.
The team has advanced to the
nationals at the AAF National Conference that is held in June, and this
year in Louisville, Kentucky. The
winning team competed with uni-

versities who also had AAF chapters
established in their school, such as
FIT and Pace.
Each year, the competition has a
real world advertising situation and
students have to research the product and its competition in order
to develop a campaign on which
they are judged. CHAOS! Advertising completed a 32-page book,
a Coca-Cola character called Id,
and a Web site, yoursideoflife.com,
among many other things in order
to achieve their win.
The members of the team were
all in Marketing 5151 (Marketing
Competition II) and were advised
by marketing professor William
Heath. “This class is about those
who are passionate about marketing and media”, said Juan Cano,
CEO and creative director of CHAOS! Advertising. Students interested in learning more about the
class should contact Heath or the
Marketing department.
The team worked well together
and created different sub-groups to
start their research. With a winning
prize of $3,500 for the national winner, team members agreed that the
real prize was the recognition and

the opportunity to meet with heavy
weights of their industry.
Heath said, “Chair Myung-Soo
Lee has been supremely supportive of this program” and students
agreed, citing the help and recognition they have received from the
department.
The team’s name came about
from a brainstorming session
where they concluded that “great
ideas come from chaos.” The members of the team will travel to Kentucky with the support of Baruch
and also with the expertise of their
respective members. Many of them
are successful within their own
rights such as Natalia Diaz, editorin-chief of Encounters, Baruch’s
literary magazine, and Richard
Trautmann who monitors his own
Web site, RichardTrautmann.com.
Of the group members, five presenters will travel to Kentucky and
have a chance to bring home the
national championship, a first to
Baruch. The selected five are Celia Au, Marina Zavelevich, Richard
Trautmann, Swati Lashkery and
Juan Cano.

GRAPHIC I EDWARD DRAKHLIS

The CHAOS advertising team and their advising professor, William Heath.

USG results confirmed
n CONTINUED FROM FRONT

TOM SAITTA I THE TICKER

Repairs to the hole in the wall were completed immediately on the fourth floor by last Monday.

Students trapped in elevator
n CONTINUED FROM FRONT
unnecessary as everyone stated
they were feeling fine. The cause
of the malfunction was rooted to
a safety feature that was triggered
because the elevator was traveling
too fast. Baruch’s elevator vendor,
Infinity Elevator Company, Inc.,
arrived on campus Saturday to
repair the elevator.
Diaz mentioned that she was
initially confused at the sight. “At
first when I saw it I thought they
were just renovating, but then I
learned about the elevator get-

ting stuck,” stated Diaz. Graduating senior, Andrew Luyando was
at school that Saturday morning
and was shocked at the sight of the
gaping hole. “I was hoping that the
people were ok. Also, the National
Student Advertising Competition
was going on and I wondered if
any of the visiting schools or judges were stuck in the elevator. And
if they were, I could only imagine
their impression of Baruch College,” said Luyando.
The news of the stuck elevator
comes as no surprise to students
who are accustomed to the per-

petually malfunctioning escalators
in the Vertical Campus. Says Diaz,
“They spend so much money on architecture to make it look cool, but
I don’t think they spend enough
money on quality products.” Luyando echoed these sentiments
and stated, “I couldn’t believe that
Baruch spends so much money on
technology and the elevator gets
stuck. I am not surprised since the
escalators every other week aren’t
working.”
The names of the trapped students were not released in an effort
to protect their privacy.

mtvU film surprises history class
n CONTINUED FROM FRONT
ethnic Tutsis fled to neighboring
countries, Kagame’s family being
of them. Like many other refugees,
they settled in Uganda.
Kagame recalled that when he
was about three and a half years
old, he asked his father: “How
can we be refugees forever?” As a
grown up, Kagame played an instrumental role in founding the
Rwandan Patriotic Front, first a
guerrilla group determined to oust
the Hutu-led government of Rwanda, now the country’s ruling political party.
On April 6, 1994, a plane car-

rying Rwanda’s president Juvenal
Habyarimana, a Hutu, crashed
under unclear circumstances, killing all aboard. The militant Hutus
in the government charged that
RPF, now led by Kagame, had shot
down the plane. During the next
four months, close to one million
Rwandans—both Tutsis and moderate Hutus—were massacred. In
the virtual absence of foreign intervention, the killings could go
on if the rebellion offence led by
Kagame did not defeat the Hutu
Power government and put an end
to the genocide. He says, “We defeated the forces that totally shattered our country, destroyed our

infrastructure.”
When asked what he thinks of
movies like Hotel Rwanda, which
offered a picture of the horrors of
the genocide, Kagame shared a
mixed response.
“They bring knowledge about
Rwanda to people who otherwise
would have no knowledge about
Rwanda,” he said. But at the same
time, he added, these movies “tend
to highlight the past,” and don’t
show many changes the country
has undergone because of the resilience of Rwandans.
Visit theticker.org for the full version of this article.

Carl Aylman, SERC’s chairman
and director of student life, said in a
written statement. However, Khaliq
argued that SERC misinterpreted
the election procedure guidelines,
“Just because we ran for office
doesn’t mean we forfeited our first
amendment rights,” stated Khaliq.
The two candidates’ seats were
given to runners-up Emily Tavarez
and Hernan Giraldo, both candidates from Baruch VISION.
Two other VISION candidates,
Leidy Ovando and Sergo Grushetikiy, won the races for secretary and
upper evening senator, respectively. Trung Truong of SOUL grabbed
the second upper evening senator
seat, which was uncontested. All
other seats went to CURE.
But while the SERC certified the
results, some of its members considered throwing out the election
altogether.
“In its deliberations, the Committee members expressed the
opinion that they are deeply disappointed with the lack of integrity exhibited by many of the candidates of all parties,” Aylman stated.
“The Committee discussed invalidating the election and calling for a
new election at the start of the fall
semester. However, a motion was
made and failed on this proposal.”
The newly elected student government will take charge in July,
marking a second year in an elected cabinet for Anthony Hernandez,
who now serves as vice president.
Some of Hernandez’s opponents
questioned his ability to govern effectively, charging that the senior
officer had nearly one year to “cure”
USG of the problems it faces.
But Hernandez and his supporters dismiss such charges arguing
that as the vice president he had no
“signing power.” This power — held
by the president and treasurer —
would let him say the last word in
student government’s decisions.
For instance, Mary Grace Torres,
now vice-president-elect, recalls
that Hernandez opposed the current USG president Bernard Banks’
decision to spend funds generated
by the Student Activity Fee on renovation of the multipurpose room
last fall. However, she argues, Hernandez’s voice was overshadowed

by Banks’s signature finalizing the
transaction.
“I originally thought, in my very
naïve way, that the signing power
would be nothing,” Hernandez said
in an interview last Thursday. “But
I think when people use the signing power to beat over your head
the fact that you’re just the executive vice president — nothing more,
nothing less — it really limits you.”
“There were several events this
year that student government spent
a significant amount of resources
on,” he continued. “I thought they
were very poorly planned, and also
poorly attended. If that was up to
me, I would’ve said, ‘Let’s pull the
event’ because I think that we can
do it more effectively . . . We can
reach out to more clubs, we can cosponsor these events a bit better.
But without the signing power my
voice carries no weight.”
But, now that Hernandez gets
the signing power and the decision-making authority that comes
with it, will the new vice president
face the same problems he did? According to Torres, she has no doubt
that her voice will enjoy a greater
political influence than the one
Hernandez claims having this year.
“Given that [Jose Coronado]
holds the treasurer position, and
Anthony holds the president position and the signing power and so
on and so forth, I don’t think there
would be any hardship because I
trust them,” Torres said. “[I trust
them] in terms of their motive, I
trust them in terms of their principal . . . what they really prioritize.”
Hernandez echoed Torres’
comments, arguing that his ability
to influence over USG’s decisions
was undermined by shifts in the
cabinet. He reminded that some
of the current USG officers including Khanna Tsymuk, Nigel Snowdon and Vladimir Yelizarov — all
of whom ran against Hernandez’s
CURE party in this year’s elections
— were not part of the original IMPACT party that won the largely uncontested election last Spring.
“Half the people we ran with are
no longer in student government,”
Hernandez explained. “And everyone who joined this year are on the
other side.”
Visit theticker.org for the full version of this article.

Correction:
•

Due to an editorial error in the last issue, two articles in the news
section were printed incompletely. They were “Lenovo’s unique
global growth strategy” and “Ottoman Empire at Baruch College.”
These articles appear in their full form at theticker.org.
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Did you know ...
A special summer issue of the Ticker will be sent to incoming
freshman. Please send your tips to tickeroped@gmail.com.

FROM THE MAILBOX
To the Editor:
We, the members of Baruch Asian
Student Union (BASU), believe that
Jason Schwartz’s review in the leisure section of last week’s Ticker was
biased, given that he’s affiliated with Baruch College’s Shop of Style Fashion Show.
Not only biased, the article proves to be ill
conceived and ignorant. His careless wording that describes the show as a “jigger of
dance groups” and the lion dance performers’ pants to be “out of season” is insulting
as well as prejudiced. These comments are
disrespectful towards the lion dance, which
has been a part of Chinese culture for centuries. Schwartz stated that the model selection
was poor without giving proper support for
his opinion. Furthermore, the target of the
scenes, with the exception of perhaps the lingerie scene, which does use sex appeal, is not
To the Editor:
As I paid for my coffee this morning with
my Christian money, I realized that other
groups should be represented on the bills
that we use, or no groups should be mentioned at all. Is there a legal or constitutional
issue involved in having “In God We Trust”
on all of our money? It seems as though the
government is trying to establish religion.
Well, even if it is legal, it is hardly fair to make
Christians the anointed ones. What about Al-

To the Editor:
tailored to the “horny male
attendees.” For example, our
formal scene, which had the
theme of a masquerade ball,
resonated elegance, class and
poise through various slowmoving formations where models each wore
a mask. His comments about BASU being
reminiscent of a real fashion show is evident
of his trying to belittle our efforts and cheapen all the hard work we put in. The BASU
show is not just a fashion show but has also
helped bring about Asian awareness to the
Baruch community as a whole in the last 13
years, through its performances and various
cultural elements.
Sincerely,
Baruch Asian Student Union
lah, Elohim, Satan or no God at all; or even a
question mark for those who don’t know or
care. I like “In Gold We Trust” or “In Reason
We Trust.” Perhaps we should verify and not
trust at all. I am tempted to have fun with this
issue, but it is serious. Am I alone in having
concern here?
Sincerely,
Lane Warren

I have taught as an adjunct for 25 years. I
have taught between six and 12 credits every
semester — fall, spring and summer during this period. And I have learned over this
quarter of a century that there exists a virtual
caste system consisting of the tenured and
adjunct professors.
A fellow adjunct determined that (including benefits), for every academic hour
taught, the ‘lower caste’ member receives
only 25 percent of the compensation vis-àvis the “full-timer.” An adjunct, like federal
attorneys, serves at the pleasure of the chair
and the administration.
Then there is the lack of respect with
which Baruch treats the adjuncts (who, by
the way, teach the majority of the courses).
I have learned that the best predictor of
the future is the past. Since I have taught for
25 years, I assumed that this would continue.
So, in February, I e-mailed my chair about my
summer and fall schedule. The chair rarely
responds to me in a timely manner or, sometimes ever. So, I was surprised when he wrote
me back in 20 minutes: ‘all summer courses
have been taken and due to a cutback in adjuncts, from now on you will be teaching nine
credits during this entire year.’
I was not angry at the chair. But I was devastated. What were the long-term implications of all this? Was this just for this year or
permanent? His e-mail was too vague. I had
to adjust my life circumstances — I needed
more information. I wrote him back in the
most polite manner and requested a meeting
with him. After a week — no response!
Then, another e-mail ... again, no response! So I phoned him and got his voice-

To the Editor:
Anthony Hernandez is a very respectful
individual. As a student aide in the office of
student life, we encounter many different
sorts of individuals. Some individuals simply
walk past the office aides to wherever they
desire, without acknowledgment of formal
office procedure. This includes waiting for
the office aides to acquiesce that the individual they’re visiting is actually free. Anthony
comes into the office and formally makes his
requests while getting to know each of us at
the same time. There are not many individuals entering our office whom exude such
class and character.
As treasurer of the Chess Club, I agree
that there is a disconnect between clubs
and USG. Many clubs suffered from major

mail. Repeating the same message, I added,
“I know you’re very busy [he really is quite
busy] — so it may be more efficient to telephone me.” No response! But I had to make
decisions — hopefully with the most complete information as possible.
So, I contacted PSC — the “union” which
represents all faculty. (The majority of its
membership consists of adjuncts.) A seemingly sensitive young woman immediately
said that she would try to help me. I sent her
a large package of relevant documents. Five
weeks went by with no response from her.
(So, why do I pay dues to PSC every pay period?)
I was forced to make decisions in the
absence of possibly relevant information. I
not only get 25 percent the salary of tenured
professors — the administration and “my
union” feel free to disregard me and, more
egregiously, after 25 years of service to the
Baruch community!
A modest proposal: adjuncts must separate from PSC since this union ignores adjuncts as it concentrates on the tenured. Baruch cannot function without adjuncts!
Why do I write this most forthright piece?
I will now have the opportunity to determine
if adjuncts have the same academic freedom
which is so prized by tenured university professors.
And, as said in the song lyric, “Freedom’s
just another word for nothing else to lose.”
[From song by Kris Kristofferson; sung by Janis Joplin.]
David S. Chowes,
Adjunct Lecturer
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences
Baruch College

slashes in funding with little to no explanation, yet there was a surplus? I’ve always felt
government needs to be monitored or accountability will be lost. Even developing
countries have problems with financing, why
wouldn’t USG? Public records of those affairs
would be the best method to hold everyone
accountable. I pay $70 each semester in student activity fees, and I need to know where
my money is going. A re-examination of the
current policies is needed. Change does not
occur overnight but at least someone notices the gap and sincerely endeavors to make
changes. I support Anthony and the constituencies of CURE in their goals.
Sincerely,
Colleen Harrist

ELMAN ISAKOV I THE TICKER

Baruch Bodybuilders are lookin’ good
LIONEL WYNTER
The Baruch Bodybuilders took to the stage
to show off their intricately prepared muscles
on Wednesday, April 25 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Multi-purpose room.
The event was hosted by Elman Isakov
and Max May, both of whom have played
a key role in the history of the event. At the
end of a highly competitive show, Reggie
Torchon narrowly beat Jean Fleurival to retain his crown. Reggie also won the award
for best abdominals and best stage presence.
Fleurival, who was a former runner-up in the
lightweight division, surprised the rest of the
competitors by not just giving Reggie a run
for his money, but also walking away with

trophies for best arms and best chest.
All three weight-divisions were keenly
contested. In the lightweight class, there was
a great showdown between former runnerup, Jason Prager and two-time fitness champion, Lionel Wynter. In the end, it was Prager
who got the better of Wynter and Dionicio
Luna. The middleweight class was a tough
one to decide, as all three contestants, Vlad
Novikov, Winston Maragh and Jean Fleurival
were so evenly matched. In the end, Fleurival showed his superiority and took the
middleweight crown. The heavyweight class
was also tough, since it featured the defending champion, Reggie Torchon, the former
champion, Dwayne Yetman and the experienced bodybuilder, David Cassar. Torchon

prevailed, however, setting up a much-anticipated showdown between, himself, Fleurival and Prager.
The most exciting aspect of the contest
was the challenge round, in which individual winners of muscle group awards could
be challenged to a pose-down by their fellow competitors. Only two challenges were
successful. The prize for best shoulders, initially won by Winston Maragh, was eventually awarded to Dwayne Yetman. However,
Maragh got one back when he challenged
co-winners, Lionel Wynter and Reggie Torchon for the most proportionate award. Best
abs and best stage presence went to Reggie
Torchon, best back and best shoulders to
Dwayne Yetman, best legs to David Cassar,
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best chest and best arms to Jean Fleurival.
The personal routines were very good.
However, the most memorable was that of
Dwayne Yetman, who wowed the audience
with his combination of hip-hop dance, acrobatics and exotic posing.
The audience got a chance to pose impromptu on stage. This aspect of the competition was hilarious, as the amateur posers did
everything to copy the bodybuilders’ moves.
The male category of this aspect of the show
was won by former lightweight champion,
Eric Ma.
The chief judge for the event was Kevin
Richardson. He was assisted by Marci Thomas. The DJ for the event was Mario Diaz.
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Baruch on the economy
n A special feature from the Investment Banking Club

This inaugural monthly economic report by the Investment
Banking Club has been developed for the sole purpose of educating students at Baruch and
other institutions of higher learning.
We hope to increase students’
overall knowledge on topics of

economic significance while using well-researched resources
within and beyond our club’s
reach. This report is segmented
into four main parts.
First,
current
economic
data that states the economy’s
strengths and weaknesses. Second, our economic thesis on the

housing market, which holds the
main focus of the entire report.
Third, an interview with Tim
Annett of the Wall Street Journal,
writer of the Afternoon Report
and the Evening Wrap, on the
topic of focus.
Fourth, a pictorial description of figures, graphs and data

relating to the subject matter of
analysis.
All
questions,
comments and suggestions can
be forwarded to economy@
investmentbankingclub.com
Also, please visit our Web site,
investmentbankingclub.com for
additional resources.

The subprime market: an increasing concern
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
AND IBRAHIM GASSAMBE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the last four years, increased
liquidity and the event of securitization in the housing market has
made investors less risk averse.
This situation in the housing market materialized itself with the increased market share of subprime,
Alt-A and other exotic mortgages.
On the other hand, prime
conventional loans, which are
mortgages issued to borrowers
with above average credit scores,
has declined to 45 percent in
2006 from 66 percent in 2002.
However,the number of borrowers for Alt-A and subprime loans
has increased during the same
period.
Easing lending standards coupled with the innovation of other
exotic mortgage products in the
housing market fueled an increase
in the market share of subprime,
Alt-A and other exotic mortgages
to 45 percent from 10 percent.
These lending standards have
recently been tightened due to the
rise in defaults of borrowers especially in the Alt-A and subprime
lending sector. In a recent report
by Credit Suisse, the Alt-A mortgage market has become a safe
haven for homebuyers and investors looking for exotic mortgage
products intended to mitigate
the lack of affordability caused by
surging home prices. The market
share of these products increased
to 20 percent in 2006 from 5 percent in 2002.
However, what is important to
note here is that borrowers of AltA mortgages must have a credit
profile of 717, compared to that
of the subprime lending market
of 646. We certainly believe that
there are increasing risks inherent
in both the market for Alt-A and
the subprime loans due to its lax

issuing standards.
For this report, we have extrapolated data from various reports
while focusing on subprime lending default to uncover its impact
on the overall housing market and
the economy as a whole.
Subprime lending, the practice of making loans to borrowers
with histories of payment delinquencies, charge-offs or marginal
credit, currently constitutes 20
percent of the lending market. In
recent reports, this area of lending has had a default rate of 13
percent - a figure that is relatively
high compared to the historical
average.
The increased delinquencies
and foreclosures have led to a
tightening of lending policy and
stringent appraisals, especially
to borrowers of this type of loan.
Tighter lending standards translate into fewer qualified borrowers, which could weigh on housing demand amid increasing
supply.
Per construction data and recent news, employment in the
homebuilding sector has been
relatively unchanged. The resulting effect of this decrease in affordability coupled with aggressive home building has led to an
increase in inventory and therefore, following the law of supply
and demand, falling home prices
to a new equilibrium.
In a recent report by the Credit
Suisse Equity Research Homebuilding Group, Freddie Mac stated that it will cease buying subprime adjustable rate mortgages
that qualify buyers at the teaser
rate. This is certainly expected
even as more than thirty subprime lenders have closed their
doors since late 2006.
On the same note, top financial lender, New Century Financial, listed liabilities of more than
$100 million in its Chapter 11 papers filed with the U.S. Bankrupt-

A comparison of loan origination prices at 2002 and 2006.
cy Court in Wilmington, Delaware
— the largest bankruptcy case to
date in the subprime mortgage
sector. These issues are certainly
of relevant concern especially
because of the possibility that
it would feed broadly into the
financial system as well as the
economy.
Our view on the effects of
the housing slump on the overall economy is contrary to what
many analysts have feared in recent months.
We believe that the economy
can sustain the slump as long as
real wages and corporate earnings are still on the uptrend. Consumer spending, the largest component and primary driver of the
latest GDP report, was expected
to fall as home equity fades away.

However, contrary to expectations, this hasn’t been the case
due to the increase in real wages
and corporate earnings.
The question becomes where
the labor market is headed in the
upcoming months. We believe
that unemployment will rise to
about 5 to 5.5 percent by the end
of the year from its current stance
of 4.4 percent.
The expected unemployment
situation will be worrisome if
corporate earnings growth slows
and the housing market descends
further. However, we believe that
housing will bottom out by the
end of this year or early next year
and therefore, we do not see a recession.

WSJ’s Tim Annett talks housing, subprimes
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
AND IBRAHIM GASSAMBE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER / CONTRIBUTING WRITER

IBC: In the last five years, consumer spending fueled by home
equity cash outs has exceeded
their earnings. But greater leverage exposes them to risk if the
value of all real estate falls. Banks,
meanwhile, increased their mortgage holdings causing the boom
that most Americans enjoyed.
This, however, made them susceptible to mortgage defaults
which were in fact inevitable.
Shouldn’t subprime defaults have
occurred earlier when the real estate bubble burst?
Tim Annett (WSJ): It’s impossible to say when any fallout from
trouble in the subprime market
“should” have happened. Unfortunately, you can’t draw neat

chains of causality in a complex
market — if you could, there
would be a lot of derivatives salespeople out there pumping gas or
mowing lawns right now. What’s
more, any bursting of real-estate bubbles that may have taken
place isn’t strictly a subprime affair. There are plenty of buyers
with solid credit out there who
have been boxed out of the housing market by rising prices. So, I
don’t think you can draw a line
that says because X happened
in the real estate market, then Y
would happen at this time in this
one segment.
IBC: The American public
have always seen real estate as far
more appreciative than stocks or
mutual fund holdings. This belief
was further strengthened when
low income earners with a less
than stellar credit score got into

the market
for mostly
real estate
properties. With
an increase
in the construction of
new homes
and
declining figures in the TIM ANNETT I FOR THE TICKER
purchases Wall Street
of
existJournal columnist
ing ones,
where
is Tim Annett.
the market
for subprime lending heading?
TA: Credit standards will inevitably tighten up. Some banks have
already said that they are taking
a second look at their mortgage
lending requirements in light
of all this. I suspect that like any

market, the subprime market will
ebb for a time, but as long as there
are people with less than sterling
credit out there who want to buy
a home and as long as there are
banks willing to lend them money,
then the market will survive. Junk
bonds survived Michael Milken,
derivatives survived Orange
County, hedge funds survived
Long Term Capital Management
and subprime mortgages will survive New Century Financial.
IBC: Owing to an increase in
subprime defaults, lenders have
fallen out of business — some
even bankrupt. However, subprime lending constitutes only 20
percent of the entire lending market. According to CNBC, 87 percent of subprime borrowers are
up to date on their loan payments

n SEE INTERVIEW PAGE 9

ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
AND IBRAHIM GASSAMBE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Real gross domestic product
— the output of goods and services,
published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the US department of Commerce, stated that the
U.S. economy grew at an annual rate
of 1.3 percent for the first quarter of
2007, the lowest rate in four years.
In the fourth quarter of 2006, GDP
increased 2.5 percent. Consumer
spending, which accounts for two
thirds of the GDP, was the primary
factor of this growth.
Consumer spending, according to Bloomberg.com, grew at an
annualized 4 percent. This was fueled by an increase in real wages
and corporate earnings. On the
other hand, the index of consumer
sentiment from the University of
Michigan, fell 10 percent to 87.1 in
an April 2007 survey. This decline is
due to persistently higher gas prices.
This data, however, as stated by the
report, “provides no indication of
an impending sharp retrenchment
in spending.”
The U.S. Consumer Price Index,
the measure of the average change
in prices over time of goods and
services purchased by households,
rose 0.6 percent in March, while the
core consumer rate, which excludes
food and energy, was up 0.1 percent
according to the United States Department of Labor .
The Goldman Sachs Economic
Research issue as of April 20, estimates a CPI of 2.4 percent for the
second quarter of 2007, thus raising
inflationary pressures and interest
rate concerns. Personal Consumption Expenditure, which consists
of the actual and imputed expenditures of households and includes
data pertaining to durables, nondurables and services, was 2.2 percent for the first quarter of 2007,
with expectations of 2.0 percent for
the second quarter.
The Producer Price Index, a family of indices that measures the average change in selling prices received
by domestic producers of goods and
services over time, reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics for finished goods, increased by a seasonally-adjusted 1 percent in March.
The April 2007 ISM Report on Business stated that the manufacturing
sector expanded in April for the
third consecutive month of 2007 as
new orders for manufactured durable goods in March increased by
3.4 percent.
The Employment Situation Report, published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics on a monthly basis, indicated that non-farm payroll
employment rose by 180,000. The
unemployment rate was essentially
unchanged at 4.4 percent. According to the Goldman Sachs report,
the estimates for the second quarter
are 4.6 percent, easing inflationary
pressures, as the Federal Reserve
anticipates.
In April, real wages continued in
an uptrend, while corporate earnings showed favorable figures that
beat analyst estimates. And with
stronger economic growth abroad,
which was favorable to U.S. companies, the Dow Industrial average rose into record territory above
13,000.
The downturn in GDP coupled
with inflationary pressures pushed
the dollar down to 119.49 Yen as
of Monday last week. However,
the Euro fell against the dollar to
$1.3647.
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Interview with The Wall
Street Journal’s Tim Annett

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS:
THE ELLIOT WAVE
BY ANDREI TRATSEUSKI AND
KAI HUI CAI
STAFF WRITERS

The Elliot Wave was developed by Ralph
Nelson Elliott in the late 1920s. Elliot believed that there were cycles of emotions
that traders experience on a countless basis.
These cycles repeated on so many occasions
that it was believed that this was “a predominate psychology of the masses.”
Elliott stated that the upward and downward swings of this mass psychology always
showed up in the same repetitive patterns,
which were then divided into patterns he
termed as waves.
Elliot has two different types of waves,
an impulse wave and a corrective wave. An
impulsive wave, which goes with the main
trend, always shows five waves in its pattern
on the upside trend. On the downside trend
it can vary between three or five impulsive
waves.
The waves themselves possess waves
inside them. For instance, large-scale wave
formations spanning years show many
smaller waves when viewed on a monthly
chart. Zooming in on a wave segment all the
way to the daily scale can show even more
wave formations inside, and so on.
An impulsive wave tends to be larger and
longer than does the correction wave. Think
that for every action, there is a reaction. Let’s
leave out the part where it states, “equal and
opposite reaction” because it does not apply here.
So, for every impulsive wave there is a
corrective wave. Corrective waves must
be present in order to justify the impulsive
wave.
When the price is moving upward, the
waves in this type of order are called 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5. Waves 1, 3 and 5 are impulsive
waves. Waves that are numbers 2 and 4 are
corrective waves.
When price tends to drift down there are
usually only three waves labeled A, B and C.
A and C waves are impulsive waves, while B
wave is a corrective wave.
This theory tends to play on longer time
frames. If you are a day trader, this technique tends not to play so much on any
charts except from the Dow Jones mini
(YM), the NASDAQ mini (NQ), the S&P500
(SPX) and Russell mini (ER2) due to their liquidity. Mostly, these waves are best played
on a time frame of six months or more — patience is advised.
Be advised that Elliot did not tell anyone
how to play the waves. So, individual investors made their own ways to trade it, such as
the following.

CAREER
CORNER
BY STARR CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CAREER QUESTIONS?
E-MAIL US AT: CAREERDC@BARUCH.CUNY.EDU
Dear Career Corner,
I have been trying to log in to eRecruiting, but I can’t seem to get in. What’s my
username and password?
—Password
Dear Password,
Every undergraduate student and
Weissman graduate student at Baruch
should already have an eRecruiting username and password and should be able to
log in at Baruchcdc.erecruiting.com.
MBA and Zicklin MS students should
contact the Graduate Career Management Center to log in to their separate
eRecruiting database and MPA students
should also contact their career center to
access listings.
For undergraduate and Weissman
graduate students who started at Baruch
before fall 2006, the username will be the
first letter of their first name, their whole
last name and the last four digits of their
social security number.
The password is their social with dashes. For example, if your name is Jane Doe
and your social security number is 12345-6789, your username is jdoe6789 and
your password is 123-45-6789.

Going long:
ß Wait for the impulse wave 1 and corrective wave number 2 to be established.
ß Enter only after the high of the wave
number one was breached. Fibonacci extensions can be used to notice where wave
number 3 will be stopped. In my personal
studies, I have found that Wave 1 is the largest, wave 3 is 2/3 of wave 1 and wave 5 is 2/3
of wave 3. Other technicians require that
wave 3 be the largest wave in the formation.
Thus, you can use these broad guidelines to
establish your own technique.
Going short:
ß This part tends to be a little tricky. If
shorting based on the Elliot wave, the Fibonacci numbers must be used.
ß After wave A has finished, you will
have to plot the high and low of this wave.
Finding the Fibonacci number can be easily
achieved with basic software such as QuoteTracker (free), Esignal, NinjaTrader, etc.
Corrective wave B tends to stall at 21.8 percent, 38.2 percent or 50 percent. If the price
goes past the 50 percent mark, the trade
should be abandoned. After the Fibonacci
numbers hold, then a trade can be made.
This strategy tends to be very aggressive,
thus, stop orders must be used.

n CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

can’t play nicely, regulators may decide that
they need more adult supervision. It’s hard
to game out just what might happen from a
legislative standpoint since there is still so
much uncertainty surrounding the market.
IBC: Singling out the current situation on
the subprime market, what is your expectation of its impact on the overall market and
the economy as a whole?
TA: If things continue on their present course I suspect that the impact will be
minimal. But that’s a sizable “if.” We don’t
really know what’s lurking around the next
bend in the road when it comes to subprime
mortgages.
IBC: Taking into concerns all other factors, and in inclusion the housing market,
what’s your expectation on the outcome
of the Fed’s meeting and where do you see
rates heading?
TA: Futures markets have pretty much
backed out any chance that the Fed will
move rates in any direction for the remainder of the year and given what we currently
know about the Fed and the economy, it
seems that is the correct view.

are the figures telling us that the entire
lending market cannot survive on a
subprime default of 13 percent?
TA: No. The banks that were lenders to
the busted subprime shops are still lending
out money and most banks have reported
very strong earnings over the last week or so,
suggesting that the subprime problem isn’t
having a huge impact on their business — at
least, not yet. But the subprime fiasco isn’t
going to bring the entire business of making
loans to its knees.
IBC: Most discussions on the subprime
market are surrounded around credit policy
tightening, but we also have concerns about
the huge blocks of loans coming into reset
this year. What is your take on that?
TA: The two go hand-in-hand. What lenders and regulators do in response to the current problems will have an impact on those
future resets?
IBC: Late last year, states like Ohio
passed legislative restrictions on predatory
lending which results in low liquidity on the
mortgage lending market — liquidity that
Special thanks to Tim Annett for his willwas at the origination of the housing boom.
What impact will that have on the market if ingness to contribute to this report.
the same strategy is
implemented at the
federal level?
TA: Again, it’s
impossible to say.
Rank Lender
2006
Market Share
What happens with
1
Wells Fargo
$83,221
13%
the current subprime
tangle will help to
2
HSBC Finance
$52,800
8%
dictate the political outcomes on the
3
New Century
$51,600
8%
federal level. If the
market wobbles but
4
Countrywide Financial
$40,596
6%
keeps its feet, it may
5
CitiMortgage
$38,040
6%
be that Washington
doesn’t do anything.
6
WMC Mortgage
$33,157
5%
And it seems that
federal banking reg7
Fremont Investment
$32,300
5%
ulators are pushing
8
Ameriquest
$29,500
5%
banks and subprime
borrowers to work
9
Option One
$28,792
5%
out solutions to delinquency matters
10
First Franklin
$27,666
4%
in a way that avoids
a huge wave of foreTop 10
$417,672
65%
closures and what
Total
$640,000
have you. But if borSOURCE: INSIDE B&C LENDING
rowers and lenders

Top subprime lenders

BABYPIPS.COM

The 5-wave bullish impulse and
the 3-wave correction.

The basic rules:

ß Every action is followed by a reaction.
ß There are five waves in the direction of the
main trend followed by three corrective waves
(a "5-3" move).
ß A 5-3 move completes a cycle.
ß This 5-3 move then becomes two
subdivisions of the next higher 5-3 wave.
ß The underlying 5-3 pattern remains constant;
the timespan may vary.
Source: Investopedia

For students who started at Baruch in
fall 2006 or later, their username and password are BOTH the part of their webmail
ID that comes before @baruch.cuny.edu.
If your webmail ID is jd056978, then your
username is jd012345 and password is
also jd012345.
—Career Corner
Dear Career Corner,
Help! I am graduating in May and
I haven’t come to any career events or
workshops. Will the Starr Career Development Center help me find a job after I
graduate?
—Senioritis
Dear Senioritis,
Graduating seniors are able to use all
the services of the Starr Career Development Center, including attending job fairs
and on-campus recruiting, for one semester after they graduate.
After that, you are able to access our
alumni career services. You are also able
to continue using eRecruiting forever (except for on-campus recruiting jobs).
That being said, the best time to look
for a job is as soon as possible. Don’t wait
until after you graduate! I would also encourage you to go to the Starr Career Development Center (VC 2-150) as soon as
possible to meet with a counselor and put
a plan into motion.
We still have workshops available this
semester, and will be offering them in the
summer as well, so don’t wait any longer,
come to our office!
—Career Corner
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The staff recounts their experience at The Ticker

ADRIENNE RAYSKI
EDITOR- IN- CHIEF

In many ways, I have evolved
and matured in the last four years
right along with The Ticker. I started
at Baruch an apathetic freshman,
with little interest in anything related to the college community. I
did read The Ticker, and even found
some student columns humorous, or interesting … others, not
so much. I saw a need for a lot of
improvements in the paper, but I
also knew that I wanted to pursue
a career that would involve writing
so I made the effort to publish a few
pieces. Some I look back at embarrassed, others I am still proud of
today.
By my junior year I took the position of Features Editor at The Ticker, where I discovered that editing
was my strong point. I was so impressed with Baruch students who
took the time each week to write
for my section, and I really loved
the genre of writing. A year later, I
had become the Editor-in-Chief of

an organization much larger than
our little masthead could ever list.
I had a million-item agenda of
things I wanted to accomplish, but I
soon realized that in between a full
course load, outside internships
and an incredibly opinionated and
large staff, The Ticker wouldn’t be
getting comparisons to the New
York Times any time soon.
If there’s one thing I have
learned from this experience it’s
that there’s no pleasing everyone.
One week the administration will
look at the paper with a disapproving eye but the issues are flying off
the racks. The next week, the dean
is calling us up asking for extra copies of the paper to send to prospective students, but things are pretty
stagnant on the student end. All I
know is that throughout the semester, on Monday mornings, I continued to look forward to seeing that
white stack of papers displaying
the hard work that my staff, student
contributors and I had put in despite all of our very ambitious and
busy schedules.
Even after 14-hour production
Fridays in an otherwise empty Baruch, late night fiascos with the
server going down, senseless banter between staff, a shortage of supplies and the never-ending barrage
of people to see, events to plan
and articles to look over, I will look
back at this experience with joy
and pride, just like the many Ticker
editors I have met from generations
past. It’s been a bumpy ride, but it’s
also been an incredibly valuable
one, and I certainly won’t ever forget it.

LAUREN LOEFFEL

JACQUELINE CHANCER

MANAGING EDITOR

ARTS EDITOR

When I was applying to college,
I never once considered joining a
campus newspaper. In high school
I was the editor-in-chief of the literary magazine and wanted to attend a college that would further
my experience with magazine writing. I thought that college newspapers were boring and only served
to take away my creative freedom.
But since you are reading this, you
already know how that story turned
out.
I came to Baruch during my junior year after spending two years
away at school in Westchester
County. I immediately realized that
meeting new people wasn’t going
to be as easy on an urban campus and in order to do so I would
have to “get involved.” During my
first few weeks I stopped to pick
up The Ticker in those blue bins by
the escalators and saw an ad for a
copy editor. The next day I walked
into Suite 3-290, not realizing that
it would become my home for the
next two years. I started out as a
copy editor, then became copy chief
last semester and have finished out
my undergraduate education as
managing editor.
At the close of this issue, the staff
dug up old yellow-tinted issues
of The Ticker dating back to 1975.
Holding the fragile issues in my
hands and looking back at history
through a review of Pink Floyd’s
Wishing You Were Here” to the 1980
New York City transit strike, I began
to realize for the first time, that I too
was part of this long-standing history of journalism at Baruch College. And I’ve never been happier.

The Ticker has helped me cultivate my craft by allowing me the
liberty of taking advantage of what
this great city has to offer. From
films to museums to musical venues, The Ticker has enabled me to
marry the two loves of my life; the
arts and writing. Writing has be-

SHELLEY NG
NEWS EDITOR

When I was in high school, I was
editor-in-chief of the online newspaper. We were an independent,
student-run organization whose
mission was to deliver the news to
our fellow classmates. After getting
a small sample of what it was like
to cover a beat, I decided to pursue
journalism as a major in college.
During my sophomore year at
Baruch College, I would work again
for an independent, student-run
organization. I was appointed news
editor for The Ticker. Since then, I
have learned far more about journalism than I could ever imagine
from this college newspaper.
Covering the news seemed to be
my calling. Amid mildly interesting
campus news and events, one of
the first important stories I reported about was the college’s reaction
to Hurricane Katrina. This was my
first taste at covering a last-minute
breaking story and I realized from
then on how nerve-wracking and
come a sort of therapeutic activity
that even when I am swamped with
midterms is still enjoyable.
But, enough about me, and onto
the writers, the people who hold my
section together by the boot straps.
At The Ticker, not only can I express
my views and open up readers’
eyes to new and exciting events, but
as arts editor I have bestowed that
opportunity upon others as well.
Enabling others to express their
passion through the written word is
such a great pleasure, that only The
Ticker grants.
The Ticker is of course only a
stepping stone for my future endeavors. Besides providing me with
the strong, basic foundation for a
viable career in print journalism, it
has expanded my mind by providing me with once in a lifetime experiences. The future looks bright,
and I have to give many thanks to
the Ticker, a publication written
and run by students, made for students.

BEN PREUSS

MICHAEL WURSTHORN

BUSINESS MANAGER

SPORTS EDITOR

Before joining The Ticker I spent
my days at Baruch like the majority
of other students - I came for class
and rushed to leave for home. I had
no idea that a community of clubs
and organizations actually existed
at the college. Now, I’ve been a
part of The Ticker for two years and
am days away from graduation.
Not only has The Ticker helped me
along the way by teaching me skills
that I’ll continue to use throughout my professional life, but it has
introduced me to a network of talented and unique people that I’ll
be sure to remember for the rest of
my life.

The Ticker has made Baruch a
much more enjoyable place for
me, since I’ve joined the staff. I’ve
made many friends and lasting relationships here. I didn’t think that
I would be able to learn the things I
did while still in college, but I now
know a lot about managing people
after being in a position of leadership.
I always enjoyed hearing how
much the athletes liked their profiles. I look forward to being more
involved in The Ticker next year as
the managing editor, and continuing the wonderful tradition laid
down by our alumni.

high-tension reporting really was.
I loved it. A devastating story like
this would come my way almost
two years later with the Virginia
Tech tragedy and Baruch’s outpour
of support for the victims.
From then on, my passion for
journalism continued to grow. Other compelling stories I have had the
fortune of featuring in my section
are: a potential homeless shelter to
be housed in the Armory; deaths of
Baruch students and faculty; disputes between the faculty, administration and CUNY; student government elections and scandals;
campus visits from international
presidents, CEOs, actors and musicians; and Baruch’s triumph over
sports rival Hunter College during
the “Battle of Lexington” basketball
tournament.
Working for The Ticker has certainly put me ahead of other candidates when I applied for internships. The experience of managing
my writers, editing my articles and
laying out my section have all
been to my advantage. To date, I
have worked for TIME Magazine
For Kids, DK Publishing, Money
Magazine and Time Inc. Content
Solutions. At all of these establishments, I have been able to increase
my knowledge in print journalism.
Now, as a senior, I have the
chance to learn even more again.
Next semester, I have the honor of
becoming editor-in-chief for this
award-winning newspaper. The
Ticker has changed so much since
the day I first stepped foot into its
office. But this observation is completely dwarfed by its changes over
the past 75 years.

ALYSSA WICK
OPINION EDITOR

First of all, I’d like to congratulate all current and past Ticker staff
for this great feat. It’s not often that
anything reaches its 75th anniversary, so I am very proud to be a part
of this newspaper. This past fall I
was introduced to the Ticker by a
friend and after spending some
time around the office and meeting people, I realized that this was
the place for me. I started as a copy
editor, which was perfect because I
am the type of person who is very
meticulous and loves grammar. I
really enjoyed scanning the articles
and correcting them.
I later took the opinion editor
position, and this was also very
interesting for me. I am not a journalism major, it provided me with
insight into the newspaper industry and how different controversies
play out. I truly hope that my next
two years here will bring me more
knowledge and that I will be able to
impact on the paper as well.

STACEY KOROLKOVA

ANIKA ZABEEN

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

The Ticker has provided an outlet for two of my passions: writing
and design. I have loved writing
and editing ever since my 6th grade
Journalism class. In high school, I
became hooked to graphic design
as a Media Communications major. At The Ticker, I have been able
to use both these skills, as a writer
and Production Assistant.
Working for this newspaper has
been a really enjoyable experience.
Not only have my technical skills
increased, but I have been able to
get to know great people who share
my interests. I hope that in my next
two years here, my contributions
and commitment to The Ticker
continue to grow.

You never know what you are
missing out until you experience
something new and genuine. Being
a part of the Ticker has been such
an experience for me. I learned so
many things from this exciting journey. It enriched my skills in graphic
design as well as added some color
to my social life. Everyone in the
Ticker brings something unique
and special to the whole process of
making this newspaper successful.
Its been great to know everyone of
them, sharing food, even being the
witness of a fistfight during production nights. As I graduate in May I
will take all these experiences with
me and I will always miss the Ticker.

JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

Working at the Ticker for the
past three years, first as a writer
and then as an editor, is a gratifying experience for me. Being that

Baruch is a commuter school, it’s
important to find a niche. For me,
it was this publication which has
been with me since freshman year.
The friendships I’ve found here are
truly amazing. I can even say that I
found my true love because of the
Ticker!
It’s remarkable to see how group
dynamics play a role in putting together a weekly newspaper – I got
to see people’s personalities from
different angles through closely
working with them on the same
goal. Also, I enjoyed working with
writers who put their heart and
soul into their articles, and to work
with creative layout staff on design of the pages. From the Friday
night crunch nights to the Monday
morning glory, my journey so far
has been an incredible one.
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CHRISTOPHER ESPEJO
COPY EDITOR

I only recently joined The Ticker,
so I would say that I have a unique
perspective on the inner workings
of this publication, this behemoth,
which continues to move forward
despite what gets in its way. I can
say, though, that this has been one
of the most unique experiences I’ve
ever had. I’ve learned a few things
since I’ve been here. I’ve learned
that a newspaper isn’t made so
much from paper than from the
mass of people that come together
for this single cause. I’ve learned
that people still regard commas like

salt, something that they sprinkle
onto articles without really considering what it’s going to taste like, or
in other cases refusing to use them
at all. I’ve learned that newspapers
don’t mysteriously appear in bins
for people to pick up and special
mention should be given to that
hard-working elf named Ed. I’ve
learned that where hierarchies exist,
ambitions will collide. I’ve learned
that people at this organization can
work really well under pressure, but
even better with food that was paid
for by someone else. I’ve learned
that all Asians are unique, but they
do all go this school (which is fine
by me because through the super
cool Asian friends I’ve made I can
now appreciate this culture’s exquisite cuisine and amazing language).
I’ve learned that when there isn’t
an office manager in an office, especially one that’s student-run, it
becomes exponentially tougher to
find a pen. And finally, I’ve learned
that despite all these life-enriching
factors, despite people’s differences
and despite our limitations (I can’t
read graffiti if my life depended on
it, so unable to edit that), we still
manage to turn out a decent newspaper every week and have grown
together as a result.

MARK EMMANUEL
ADS MANAGER

When I started my Baruch collegiate experience less than 3 years
ago, little did I anticipate being a
part of such a reputable and respected organization like The Ticker. During my time at The Ticker,
I’ve had the privilege of working
directly with three Editor-In-Chiefs
and remarkable leaders.
I consider it an honor to be part
of an organization that’s filled with
ambitious and very motivated principals.
In my role as advertising manager, I have learned the skill of uti-

lizing limited assets in accomplishing ambitious goals. The Ticker has
provided a much-needed platform
that has enabled me to improve my
ability to pitch investment opportunities, whether it is advertising
space or high volatility, high return
securities.
Perhaps the most important lesson I’ve learned in my capacity as
ads manager is the importance of a
“double bottom line.”
The importance of being socially responsible by running pro bono
ads for non-profit organizations
has been as much of a focus as implementing strategies that optimize
our ability to attract new clients.
My ability as a proven leader
has been greatly enhanced by the
chemistry that I’ve developed with
the consummate professionals that
I work with on our business unit.
The maturity and dedication of
these professionals is what makes
The Ticker one of the marquee
names in the college newspaper
sphere.
I’m certainly proud to be a
member and I thank my predecessors for building a solid foundation
that has become the impetus for
the continued success of our advertising Unit.

JOHN LEE
ASSOCIATE PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The pictures or moments captured by my camera are influenced
by my energy level. In return, I try
to capture the energy and mood of
the subject in each picture I take.
This has changed the way I look at
things. I am more acutely aware of
the important elements and stories
that a picture can tell. I’ve become
more familiar with campus activities and have met quite a few interesting people.

YURY MONAKOV
BUSINESS EDITOR

I am very pleased at how far
the business section has come this
year. In particular, the skills that our
writers acquired gave them a competitive edge when applying for
finance internships and full-time
jobs. I hope that the section grows
further and can fulfill its mission of
helping expose the student body to
the mechanics of the markets and
the personalities responsible for
them.

ALEX NEMENKO

CHING-YI CHU

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

ART DIRECTOR

I joined this club during the
fall of 2006, and it is the best club
I have ever been part of. The Ticker
was the very first club I joined that
allowed me to exercise my interest
in graphic arts. The experience that
I acquired here is very interesting
and sometimes surprising. I first
got interested in graphic arts in high
school in my first computer design
class. Here, I was given a great opportunity and a head start on my
major. At The Ticker I gained the
necessary skills that supplemented
my art classes.
I found my true interest here,
friends and felt a great important
responsibility in being a part of
this amazing team. Working on the
paper also allowed me to extend
my layout and photo editing skills
while incorporating my own sense
of style.

I joined The Ticker as a junior a
year ago, and the whole experience
has been a truly amazing and rewarding journey. As an advertising
major and graphic design minor, it
is only natural for me to work on
the design and production side of
my college newspaper.
Doing layout is not always easy.
In fact, it is stressful at times, but I
can really say that I have learned
so much more from working at The
Ticker than I have from school.
Seeing the paper come out every
Monday is worth all the late hours
and drama on production nights
and makes me realize where my
true passion lies: publishing!

ELYSSA MALDONADO

VICTOR CHU

ASSITANT LEISURE EDITOR

PHOTO EDITOR

My experience with The Ticker
has been very interesting. I started
out as a writer and progressed to
an assistant leisure editor. As a new
member of the staff I feel so lucky
to be a part of the paper and to gain
the experience of working on the
staff. Throughout the semester I’ve
learned so much and have grown
close to the rest of the staff. I’ve
grown to care about this newspaper deeply and I can honestly say
that it’s amazing that it is 75 years
old. I can only imagine what it was
like in the past and I hope that the
legacy of the Ticker will continue
for many years to come.

I remember when I first entered
The Ticker and talking to the previous photo editor – when I had my 2
mega pixel camera. Back then I did
the ultimate upgrade from a 4MB
Smart Media card to a 64 MB. These
days you can barely fit 20 pictures
on that.
I also remember writing two articles that year for The Ticker. I got
to see 50 First Dates for free, trying
to write the review as soon as I get
home so I wouldn’t forget anything.
The best part was seeing the article
in the paper. I brandished the paper to my friends and saved a copy
in my house.

GLENN GEIS
BUSINESS EDITOR

While majoring in Finance
and Investments and minoring in
Journalism, I figured that becoming a Business Editor for The Ticker
would be the perfect opportunity
to bring the two together. Some
of the best interviews I have done
Later, I tried to find the easiest
position to undertake at the paper. I
tried copy-editing. It was the worst
experience ever. It was intensively
boring, even if I got to read articles
that were not published yet.
So then I moved to Lexicon,
Baruch’s yearbook, and became
a photographer. It was overall a
positive experience, even though
villains and vigilantes were born
between the editor-in-chief and
staff, respectively. After my duties
at Lexicon were complete, I went
back to The Ticker and became one
of three staff photographers. A few
months later, I became the photography editor, which is still a somewhat of a misnomer. When people
hear it, they think I edit photos and
that’s it. A better name is probably
main photographer or photography manager.
Throughout the years, I’ve been
a contributing writer, a staff writer,
and cartoonist as well. My experience here changed my future area of
profession from marketing to photojournalism. I recently received
an interview at AOL Time Warner.
Though I’m still getting a slip of paper with “marketing” embossed on
it, I just don’t feel like wasting the
time and money to change it.

and contacts I have made have
been with some of the most famous
CEO’s in the world and I owe it all to
The Ticker. Meeting famous CEOs,
although extremely awesome,
isn’t the only benefit I have had.
My writing skills and sense of the
journalistic tongue have improved
ten-fold. I can’t even read magazines or newspapers without trying
to critique and improve them! The
Ticker has even helped me get a job
because the interviewer went to Baruch College and was very familiar
and impressed with the paper that
we publish.
Being an editor isn’t just about
editing articles, it’s also about having a constant communication with
your writers. And you would be surprised about how much they can
teach you! Being able to enhance
a writer’s ability to write a perfect
article, or give an idea to an excited
writer to expand on is what lets you
know you have made a difference.

HEATHER SHULTZ
COPY EDITOR

Last February, I joined The Ticker as a transfer student with hopes
to build my resume and gain more
journalism experience.
I started out as a staff writer,
then moved on to copy editing due
to the encouragement of Shelly Ng.
The Ticker is the only organization
during my entire educational career where I felt like both part of the
team and family.
Working with The Ticker has
served me as a great mechanism
to improve my time management
skills, learn to cooperate with an array of enigmatic personalities and
perfect the art of copy editing.

MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

EDWARD DRAKHLIS
MARKETING DIRECTOR

I staggered into The Ticker with
a passion for marketing, hoping
to be a part of the paper. I walked
in, clutching my portfolio, past the
strange staff, and into the office to
show the manager my work. Despite all my quirks I was hired as an
ad designer. I felt The Ticker was in
need of some promoting. I wrote
up a lengthy job description and
applied for what I dubbed “Marketing Director.” Now I’m part of the
strange staff and very much enjoy
promoting the newspaper to students of Baruch College.

Two years ago I made a decision
to become a journalist. To begin a
new career I needed a base—a media outlet that would mold my reporting, writing and editing skills.
The Ticker needed reporters, and I
eagerly jumped into the pool.
After gaining initial experience,
I moved a step forward and became
a business, and later features editor.
Soon after, the work at The Ticker
proved truly rewarding—a collection of my published clips, I believe,
helped me land an editorial internship at the prestigious FORTUNE
Small Business Magazine.
But working at The Ticker wasn’t
only a career-building gig. Here in
our production room on the third
floor, I met a few people who I can
proudly call my “real friends.” A
passion of the newsroom, valued
experience and friends… I am happy that The Ticker remains a part of
my life.
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Dear Ticker Alumni,
In the last four years, The Ticker
has grown exponentially. What was
once a staff of 10 producing 12 to
16-paged newspapers is now an
ever-increasing 30 plus staff creating 24 to 28 page issues on a weekly
basis. Each week, section editors
struggle with deciding which student-contributed articles should
make it into publication – a far cry
from the days in which last minute
articles had to be written by staffers
just to fill the spaces.
The Ticker has earned a name
for itself as the staff continues to
improve its content, marketing efforts and overall appearance. This
year, I am proud to say that The
Ticker took the first place with special merit award in the American
Scholastic Press Association’s annual newspaper contest. We were
also recognized at the 2007 Associated Collegiate Press convention in
St. Louis for the paper’s aesthetic
appeal and well-generated student
content. As the paper continues to
grow, both with talented student
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contributions and technologies
that have kept The Ticker on the
cutting-edge, I am certain that the
newspaper will continue to get the
recognition it deserves.
As a valued alumni of both Baruch College and The Ticker, it goes
without saying that your support
is what helps us to continue such
successes. If you are interested in
making a donation to the newspaper, which can be put toward our
printing budget, or the events and
speakers’ budget, please contact
Stephanie Daye at the office of
alumni relations at 646-660-6097.
Thank you for considering us,
and more importantly, thanks for
being a part of Ticker history – after
all, you paved the way for what The
Ticker has become today!
Sincerely,

Adrienne R. Rayski
The Ticker
Editor-in-Chief

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

A Ticker staff meeting.
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Professor Henken wins Presidential Excellence Award
BY LATOYA SAPIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Each year the Awards Committee for Distinguished Teaching
invites Baruch College students to
nominate the professor that they
feel is most deserving of the prestigious Presidential Excellence
Award for Distinguished Teaching.
This year, students could not have
chosen a more deserving candidate
— Dr. Theodore A. Henken, assistant professor of Black/Hispanic
Studies and Sociology.
If you ask Professor Henken why
he is being honored he will not give
the melodramatic monologue that
you expect from someone of his
stature. He simply states, “I think
it’s my ability to keep communication open.”
Indeed, Henken’s ability to open
the line of communication keeps
students coming back for more. “In
the fall 2006 semester, I took SOC
3125 (Race and Ethnic Relations)
with Professor Henken.
“I immediately noticed that almost the entire class raised their
hands when he asked how many
people took a previous course with
him,” a student commented in his
nomination for Henken. According
to the rules, the identities of students submitting nominations are
kept confidential.
“As with all his courses, Professor Henken applied his interdisciplinary approach to teaching,
welcoming different perspectives
from the students’ various majors,
careers, experiences and political
beliefs and using those perspectives to facilitate some of the best
classroom discussions and debates

TED HENKEN I THE TICKER

Professor Henken in La Moca, Cuba in January 2007. He is standing with two local “guajiro” (peasant) musicians.
that I have experienced throughout
my five years at Baruch College,”
wrote another student.
Not long ago Henken received
his Doctorate in Latin American
studies from Tulane University
and currently teaches courses on
contemporary Cuban culture and
society.
The driving force behind his interest in Latin America stems from
having taught English in Guayaquil, Ecuador. Henken says this
experience presented him with the
ability to understand poverty and
inequality.
“They taught me about what it
means to be poor,” says Henken,
who admits that he used to be
“more of an activist than an academic.” He attributes his growth

as an educator not only to his early
roots as a young teacher overseas,
but to his strong family values and
a struggle to leave his biases at the
door, which he now advocates in
the classroom.
By giving his students politically
and socially challenging texts and
assignments, Henken has allowed
students to stop gate-keeping their
own religious, social and political
beliefs and start learning the value
of a knowledge-based argument
with critical thinking.
“Professor Henken not only
taught us about race and ethnic
relations in the United States, but
he also taught us about the state of
race and ethnic relations throughout the world, including Brazil,
Ireland, Eastern Europe and Cuba,”

says an anonymous student.
In the mid-90’s Henken worked
in Mobile, Alabama, resettling Cuban refugees from the U.S. Naval
Station at Guantanamo Bay. He has
traveled to Cuba over a dozen times
since the late 90s. Henken recently
participated in an “Alternative
Spring Break” with Habitat for Humanities in New Orleans, mentoring students and rebuilding homes
destroyed by Hurricane Katrina.
Henken’s profound fascination
with Cuba has fueled several noteworthy courses with remarkable
acclamations from students. Henken said, “If you open your eyes and
look around you, Latin American
culture is everywhere in the United
States.”
That Latin influence permeates

in his classroom, and is visible in
his heartfelt lectures fashioned toward providing students with the
same accepted wisdom.
“That was probably the best educational experience I ever had and
probably will ever have because it
taught me to reexamine all of my biases and my preconceived notions
about the world. I still consider myself progressive and a left oriented
person but I became much more
self-critical [about] blaming everything on the United States without
analyzing what is going on.”
Henken recollects visiting his
Puerto Rican best friend, who he
befriended in high school in Pensacola, Florida, eating Puerto Rican
food, and playing dominos, which
he said stimulated his love for a
culture that is rich in music, dance
and cuisine. “I would hear his mom
talking to him in Spanish and I
would kind of absorb it all although
I didn’t know Spanish at the time
but he had this whole culture behind him that I didn’t know about
and I could learn from.”
Similar to his own experience,
Henken’s courses not only provide
students with classroom knowledge, but are centered on attending cultural institutions and the
cinema. He has even been known
to bring in Cuban and Latin dance
instructors to lead the class in anything from the Rumba to the Samba.
In past semesters, he has taught
classes like Latin America: An Institutional and Cultural Survey, Migration in the Americas, and an IDC
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Baruch psych professor weighs in on online bullies Baruch

BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

Professor Kristin Sommer.
BY LATOYA SAPIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nearly everyone living in this
millennium has heard of online
social networks like MySpace and
Facebook. But many don’t know
the “modem mobsters” that come
along with it — people that prey on
the vulnerable with harsh, meanspirited words and online brutality.
A computer screen is much easier
to talk to than a human being, especially from the comfort of home. To
give us a psychological perspective
on this matter I consulted Baruch’s
own Dr. Kristin Sommer, associate
professor of Psychology.
LaToya
Sapir:
Professor
Sommer, what do you think causes
people to say things online that
they wouldn’t in real life?
Professor Kristin Sommer: The
idea of de-individualization is the
notion that when we are anonymous or our identity is masked in
some way, we become uninhibited. If you think about the parallel of people wearing masks or
[being] immersed in a large crowd
[so] there’s not much attention on
[them], usually they’re more likely
to behave in uninhibited ways.

You see people becoming aggressive or acting out of character
when they are in those kinds of
anonymity-producing conditions.
When you’re not face-to-face with
somebody there’s not this selfawareness that is apparent in normal interactions. When you’re behind a computer screen it kind of
frees you to say things you normally
wouldn’t. These things can be positive or negative.
You may be more likely to say
some mean-spirited things, or be
more hostile to somebody, or [say]
what you really think when you
don’t have to see them face-toface, whereas you’re more likely to
be careful of what you do and say
when you’re with somebody because you become aware of how
people are going to respond to you
and you are going to be held to certain standards of behavior.
[Online], you have this sense
that you’re this anonymous person.
You’re not being looked at, no one
is reacting to you — even though
you are really not anonymous you
have this sort of de-individuative state that you’re in as a result
of having your identity masked to
some extent.
When you’re face-to-face with
people you have impression management concerns. You’re thinking
about how people are responding
to you and you’re trying harder to
manage the impression you have
on others. You don’t want to say
anything that’s going to make you
seem risky, to make you feel embarrassed, that’s going to get you
in trouble with somebody or that’s
going to make you appear hostile or
aggressive.
LS: This is a common scenario:
I sit next to a shy or quiet student
throughout the semester and

don’t exchange any words. But
within our computerized social
networks like Facebook, we’re a
part of the same groups and we
have friends in common. Do these
networks help people to grow with
in-person social interaction?
KS: If you meet somebody in the
classroom and then you’re having
exchanges over the computer, the
idea is that everybody knows who
everyone is, and it’s a little more
freeing under the circumstances.
When you come back together and
you see that person face-to-face,
my prediction would be that [it]
makes it easier for you to pick up
where you left off [online] or might
facilitate high quality interactions.
In other words, you’re kind of opening the doors through a computer,
increasing the rate of intimacy that
might not have been developed in
person.
It’s very possible that people
don’t do that and go back to being
introverted or formal when they’re
face-to-face, whereas they may be
more informal online.
LS: I once encountered an individual with whom I had a class
and numerous face-to-face interactions, but when I went to contact him on one of these networks
I realized that this person was in
a group against women and had
said the most anti-semitic, sexist,
bigoted remarks in online groups.
I thought to myself: “I interact with
this person everyday — how could
he feel this way? What makes him
so different when he gets behind a
computer screen?”
KS: It’s sort of an illusion that
you’re anonymous; all you’re identified [by] is your screename or
photo or even your real name but
it’s by computer at that point. People are not putting your words with

[a] face at that particular moment.
For example, there’s research showing that kids who wear Halloween
masks take more candy because
they know that they can’t be seen.
There’s work on aggression and
racism showing that people will be
more likely to shock other people
or be more aggressive, particularly
in the realm of race relations if they
are wearing a mask, [as can be seen
with] the Klu Klux Klan and other
racist organizations of that type.
LS: What advice would you offer people to defend themselves
against giga-bite gangsters who
flex their muscles over the Internet?
KS: Use your intuition to determine whether or not you want to be
associated with certain people online or in person. It’s your choice.
Professor Sommer holds a Ph.D.
in social psychology from the University of Toledo. She has written works such as What Do Men
Want? Gender Differences and Two
Spheres of Belongingness, and SelfEvaluation, Persistence and Performance Following Implicit Rejection:
The Role of Trait Self-Esteem, which
appeared in The Personality and
Social Psychology Bulletin. While
she is not an expert on online social
networks, Sommer explained that
she used the basis of social psychology to analyze the behavior.

Bands
Unplugged
winners to
perform
BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The winners of Baruch Bands
Unplugged — a songwriting contest — will perform in the Engelman Recital Hall on May 10. Two
solo artists and three bands will
perform music ranging from folk
rock to R & B. Ten musicians submitted their music to Professor
Phillip Lambert, chairman of the
Performing Arts department, and
only five were chosen to play.
“While choosing the selected
winners, we looked at a variety
of music, styles and bands,” said
Lambert. “We critiqued them
based on how much professionalism each displayed.”
The performers include bands
The Astounding, The July Edition
and Lights Resolve. The solo artists are Todd Bogin and Rhoda
Morgan. The Baruch chorus will
also perform.

Dollars & $ense hosts Pulitzer prize editors
BY ALANA ALLETTE
STAFF WRITER
This year’s Dollars and $ense publication party, which will be held on Tuesday, May 15, 5:30 to 7:30 in the Newman
Conference Center, 7th floor, library
building, will feature Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial writers of the Daily News.

Their editorials won for calling attention
to the thousands of Ground Zero rescue
workers who became seriously ill after
working in the toxic dust of the World
Trade Center site. The celebration will
begin with a brief reception followed
by a talk given by the editorial writers of
the Daily News.
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Sell your books
before you leave
for Summer Break!
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Rostropovich, famous
Students
Belly dancing event
proves “hips don’t lie” cellist and conductor, dies choose
BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY JENNY ANDREYEVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Layla Aziz, a professional belly
dancer, came to Baruch on April
26 to show us how to move our
hips like she does. She led “Hips
Don’t Lie” — a belly dancing seminar hosted by the Jewish Women’s
Group, a close affiliate of Hillel.
After students had filled the
room, the boys who gathered there
thinking it would be a free show
got a little shocker: they had to
participate as well, and in the front
row nonetheless! Though they
were a bit surprised about this announcement, the guys agreed and
wound up getting into the belly
dancing more than some of the
girls. All of the students enjoyed an
intimate session with step by step
instructions to authentic Arabic
belly dancing music.
The event featured interactive action between a very diverse
crowd. Faculty members constituted half of the participants. Not
only did Israeli and Jewish students come to this event, but also
students of Tatar, Uzbek, Persian,
Arab, Asian, Eastern European
and Hispanic backgrounds. While
shaking their hips and shoulders,
students bonded and enjoyed
themselves in unity.
After the lesson was over, authentic Middle Eastern food was
provided to feed the room full of
hungry stomachs. The food provided by Olympic Pita included
couscous, Moroccan cigars, Israeli
salad, pita, hummus, babaganoush
and baklava. As everyone bonded
and ate, Layla gave an amazing
performance incorporating all of
the great moves she had taught
the students and more. Despite
her exotic moves and appearance
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Students practice belly dancing at an
event by the Jewish Women’s Group.
we were all disappointed when we
found out that she was actually a
hometown girl from Louisiana, infatuated with Middle Eastern culture and dance.
After everyone ate, there was
an unplanned performance by
several students who also had experience in belly dancing including Veronika, who ripped up the
dance floor. Guys danced with the
girls, who pulled them into the circle to prove that “hips don’t lie.”

Mstislav Rostropovich, a world
famous cellist and conductor, died
on April 27 at 80, leaving behind
an immense legacy.
Originally from Azerbaijan,
part of the Soviet Union at the time
of his birth, he spent many years
of his life in the United States.
Born into a family of musicians,
Rostropovich began his musical
career very early. At the age of four
his mother began to teach him
piano; at the age of 10 his father
taught him cello. In 1943 he entered the Moscow Conservatory
and studied there until 1948. His
teachers included Dmitry Shostakovich and Sergey Prokofiev. In
1956 he became a cello professor.
In 1945 Rostropovich’s cello
career really took off when the
first Soviet Union competition
for young musicians was held; he
won the gold medal. Just three
years earlier he had his first cello
concert. He received numerous
awards for his performances,
which included first prize at the
International Music Awards of
Prague and Budapest in 1947, 1949
and 1950; also, in 1950 he received
the Stalin Prize. His musical performances earned him recognition all over the Soviet Union. In
addition to teaching in the Moscow Conservatory, he taught at
the Leningrad (Saint-Petersburg)
Conservatory. In 1964 he began
performing internationally, his
first concert taking place in West
Germany in 1964.
Rostropovich used his fame to
speak about free speech, art and
democracy, which earned him a
lot of negative attention from the
Soviet government. In the early
1970s his political actions, which
included hiding Alexander Sol-

zhenitsyn, resulted in the government forbidding him to tour internationally. Because of this he and
his family moved to the United
States in 1974. Hid Soviet Citizenship was revoked in 1978 and he
was banned from Soviet musical
ensembles. It wasn’t until 1990
that he was able to restore his Russian Citizenship.
It can be said that Rostropovich
became an inspiration and a great
influence to many other cellists
around the world. He inspiredmany known composers including
Shostakovich, Prokofiev and Khachaturian. One of his most famous
performances took place in 1989
during the fall of the Berlin Wall.
This performance was broadcasted all over the world, making him
very famous.
In 1977, he became a musical
director and the conductor of the
U.S. National Symphony Orchestra and held this position until
1994.
During his life Rostropovich
became famous for being a great
musician and a socially responsible person. Being censored by the
Soviet Union did not prevent him
from speaking out about artistic
freedom all over the world. He
and his wife, Galina Vishnevskaya,
funded a vaccination program in
Azerbaijan.
On April 28, people came to
pay their respects to the great
musician. This included Russian
president Vladimir Putin, Spanish
Queen Sofia, French first lady Bernadette Chirac and the president
of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliev. Like all
great musicians, Rostropovich was
buried under waves of applauding
and cheering from the audience,
saying, “Bravo, Maestro!”

Henken
n Continued from Page 14

(Macaulay Honors College Seminar) The Peopling of New York.
His courses by no means provide
an “easy A” for students, his syllabus
is loaded with materials like The
Devil’s Highway by Luis Alberto Urrea, an account of 26 Mexicans who
died tragically in 2001 while walking 80 miles in the wrong direction
through the deserts of Arizona, and
Samuel Huntington’s Who We Are,
the Hispanic Challenge.
Enter his office on the fourth
floor of the Vertical Campus, absorb his appreciation of the Cuban
culture. Always welcoming, he is
sure to fill your mind with knowledge, comparable to a Havana native enlightening youth with old
folklores, filling their bellies with
café con leche and fried plantains.
As he speaks of his travels to
Cuba, the Dominican Republic and
Ecuador while sitting in his colorful enclave, Buena Vista Social
Club playing in the distance, catch
a glimpse of pictures in which he
carried a full beard, (he calls it his
“hippie beard”) in the center of
some unidentifiable Latin America
city. He will eagerly tell stories of
a life devoted to travel and education; he will have you at Hola.
Any student that’s taken Henken’s class will tell you that he’ll
inspire you with stories from postrevolution Cuba or bring out his
quote book that he’s been saving
for this precise moment and quote
Ralph Waldo Emerson:
“I have been writing what once
were called novelties for 25 or 30
years and have not now won disciples. Why, because I did not go out
with any wish to bring men to me,
but to themselves.”
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Defense rests with a rousing Faith
BY FRANK MARZULLO
STAFF WRITER

A city with as many ethnic
restaurants as ours naturally has
more than its share of ethnic theatres. The 19-year-old Irish Repertory Theatre (IRT) in Chelsea just
bought its building outright for $6
million. It also celebrated its third
straight extended production, Stuart Carolan’s Defender of the Faith.
This is more than the luck of the
Irish. IRT has built its own luck.
Carolan’s play takes place on
a farm bordering Northern and
Southern Ireland in 1986, a time
of paranoia regarding informers in
the Irish Republican Army (IRA)
movement. The farmer, a barrelchested bear of a man known only
as “Father,” lives with his sons,
Tommy, 18, and Danny, about 12.
The cute opening scene has Danny
ditching homework to talk Tommy
into an airplane war game under
the table. Danny has to be pulled
away from the newspaper, but goes
along.
The gruff Father and his farmhand Barney walk in and begin to
argue with the children. Father is
upset that Danny left one of Mother’s spoons outside. She has been
institutionalized since the myste-

rious death of their son. There is
plenty of drama in the house.
The area is under surveillance
with copters flying overhead, “scaring the cows.” Father has to run for
“Shopmilk” because one of their
cows is diseased and he doesn’t
trust the rest of the herd. Soon his
pal J.J. arrives for a visit. He is an
IRA gunman assigned to root out
the “tout” who betrayed the IRA
cause. Carolan’s colorful language
has the whole house cursing up a
storm as they rail against touts.
Father relates that Tommy
got his name because the nurse
claimed he was born on St. Thomas Aquinas Day. A very funny tale
ensues as J.J. flatly denies it. J.J., a
lapsed seminarian, knew that St.
Thomas More had the birthday.
More ironically coined the term
utopia, which was hardly the case
in Ireland. He also ghostwrote a
book for King Henry VIII, for which
Pope Leo X gave him the title “Defender of the Faith.”
Thomas and Barney have a
poignant conversation about the
loneliness of rural life as Thomas
prepares a meal for the livestock.
J.J., who lives for wreaking havoc,
is convinced that Barney is the tout
and has him killed. Suspicion even
centers on Danny at one point. Fa-

ther, however, is the real culprit.
Once Thomas, an IRA wannabe,
finds out, there is a hellish confrontation.
Will the “Defender of the Faith”
triumph over his hulking oppressor? Well, that’s a bit of a no-brainer. The savagery and swiftness
of the violence doesn’t allow for
much thought, however, and we
are swept into the fierce battle. The
last scene is poignant but unfulfilling, the same as the first, with a
role reversal.
The entertaining play’s primary
drawback is its unwieldy conclusion, more a fault of the writing
than Ciarán O’Reilly’s taut direction. The acting is first-rate. Dubliner Anto Nolan is a stern, macho
Father who always inspires respect.
Luke Kirby shows strong leading
man potential with a gritty turn as
Thomas. David Lansbury impresses as a menacing and jocular J.J.
Peter Rogan is a gentle and pitiful
Barney. Matt Ball shows promise
as young Danny.
Ireland and IRT are both currently experiencing an economic
renaissance. Although a trip to
Dublin may be out of the question,
I do recommend the short walk to
Chelsea.
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Stuart Carolan’s Defender of the Faith.
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Christian rock Reborn
n Living Sacrifice
shatters stereotypes
with new album
BY DAVID PAULINO
STAFF WRITER

The typical vision people have
of Christian rock music is of neoconservative pundits, who breathe
holier-than-thou air and say they
are humble, but act vindictive and
pompous. The music often reflects
their holy ideals, with ballads that
incite the spirit, but leave the rest
of the populous bored as hell.
Worship music is usually well intentioned, but definitely too spiritual for the ordinary listener.
However, upon my first listen
to Living Sacrifice, a heavy metal
band from Little Rock, Arkansas,
each preconceived notion of what
Christian music should sound like
was shattered. Christian Metal
— that’s an oxymoron, right? Well,
these little rockers don’t care.
These metal heads are as heavy as
Slayer; the lead singer sounds like
he took vocal lessons from Tinn
Lindeman from Rammstein.
Reborn, the fourth album from
these thrash rockers, seemed conceived to annihilate everyone’s
conceptions about what Christian music sounds like. Under the
suggestion of a Christian friend of
mine, who wears a heavy crucifixion chain and has enough tattoos

to make an appearance on Miami
Ink, I bought the album. As the
CD began spinning in my boom
box, Reborn immediately captured
me, with its slow start shifting into
razor sharp guitar riffs, seducing drums and shrieking vocals. I
couldn’t maintain my composure,
laughing while nodding my head
to the blasts of tracks like “Threatened,” “No Longer” and my personal favorite, “Reject.”
Reborn is not the Christian version of Metallica’s Ride the Lightening or Megadeth’s The System Has
Failed, but its heaviness and influence is undeniable. Because of
their willingness to be different, to
rock hard without compromising
their beliefs, other Christian rockers have emerged. I’ve had both
negative and positive experiences
in the church and many people
within my inner social circle are
atheists or agnostic. I believe in
God and evolution. Listening to
an album like Reborn reminds me
that everyone has different beliefs
and sometimes it doesn’t all fit
into a neat category.
Living Sacrifice has taken the
subject matter of Christianity and
heavy metal — a music typically
connected to devil worship — and
combined the two to create a hardcore record that everyone, not only
devoted Christians, can appreciate. This LP is pure adrenaline fun
for metal heads. And personally,
Living Sacrifice has converted the
heathen in me.

Saving the earth - one Apple at a time
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Green Apple Music & Arts
Festival is one of the largest celebrations of Earth Day. GAMAF uses
live music to raise environmental
awareness and on April 20 and 21,
Taylor Hicks, Avishai Cohen and
Hiromi’s SonicBloom performed in
style. With over 200 shows in over
60 venues in three cities, the festival and its artists are part of an environmentally aware culture.
On Friday, April 20, the Taylor
Hick’s show at the Beacon Theater
was packed with a crowd made
up of more than supporters from
American Idol or his soul patrol.
With fans ranging from pre-teens
to middle-aged men and women,
the concert almost sold out. Many
young fans donned Hicks’ trademark gray hair for the day and
crowds of young girls with silver
streaked hair could be seen in the
crowd.
When Hicks first came on stage,

the energy and enthusiasm from
the crowd was immediate. Most
people were on their feet and remained that way for the entire
show. He not only played the guitar
while dancing on stage, but Hicks
also did a hip movement dance,
which had been rumored to be inspired by Mick Jagger.
Hicks played songs from his
new self-titled CD, and maintained
his energy throughout the show.
Alhough he kept things casual with
his laidback attire, his fans believe
that he is no ordinary man, and
adoring signs were seen all over the
venue.
At The Blue Note on April 21, the
double feature of Avishai Cohen
and Hiromi’s Sonicbloom sold out.
A long line of people stood outside,
hoping to at least get standing room
space.
The crowd loved both artists’
jazz music. Cohen, an Israeli born
bassist, along with his trio, played
music as passionate as the crowd
itself. With Cohen at the bass, Mark

Guiliana at the drums and Shai
Maestro at the piano, the beginning
of the night was riveting.
When Hiromi came on stage the
cultural difference in music and
style was clearly heard, though both
artists are loved by the jazz community. With Hiromi at the piano,
David Fluczynski at the guitar, Tony
Grey at the bass, and Martin Valihora at the drums Hiromi’s unique
composition style was clear. The
night ended with a packed house,
people standing against doors, enjoying their unique sense of jazz.
With her passionate and sometimes eclectic and sharp sounding
music she mesmerized the crowd
along with her fellow musicians.
Hiromi, a 26 year old from Japan,
draws inspiration from many different places, which accounts for
the unique sound of her music.
Most importantly, both venues
welcomed the Green Apple Music
& Arts Festival to inform people
about protecting the environment
while enjoying amazing music.
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Leisure
Go seafood crazy at Wild Edibles
Wild Edibles
535 3rd Ave
New York, NY 10016
(212) 213-8552
Directions: 6 train to 33rd
Street
Out of 5 stars:
Food: 5
Service: 4
Atmosphere: 4
Price: $$ (15 - 30)

BY OLEXA CAPILI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

If you’re looking to catch fresh,
high-quality seafood, throw all your
nets at Wild Edibles. New Yorkers
have long enjoyed this well-established retail/wholesale chain that
imports fresh seafood from around
the world. The new Murray Hill location is the first to combine a market and restaurant.
To start, a glass of the Victory
Golden Monkey draft beer ($5) is
outstanding, since it’s fruity and
very sweet. Also try Ommegang
Hennepin Ale ($5), which is a little
harsher but has a sweet aftertaste.
For appetizers, the Oysters Rockefeller Pizza ($10) features a unique
topping of fried oysters, caramelized onions, spinach and Mornay
sauce. Each of these nicely compliments the crunchy oysters and the
dough is pleasantly soft. The Lump

Crab Cake ($9) tastes fresh and
flavorful. The accompanying remoulade sauce is a delicious blend
of creamy and spicy.
Also
excellent is the Rock Shrimp Tempura ($10), which uses a beer batter
that results in a very crunchy coating. Just as enjoyable is the Three
Tartares ($11), which features three
types of raw fish. The tuna features
wasabi tobiko (Japanese fish roe)
which adds just a hint of spiciness.
The smoked salmon is richly mixed
with mayonnaise and avocado.
Lastly, the sea bass ceviche has a
light, lemon-flavored citrus dressing.
The restaurant deftly keeps
dressings light to let the natural
flavors of fish stand out. The Sautéed Skate with white asparagus
and fingerling potatoes ($17) is recommended. Skate is a fish whose
striated meat has a delicate and
meaty texture. Here, the skate is
dressed with a light Dijon mustard
sauce, and then topped with fried
onions to add a comforting finish.
Likewise, the grilled Organic King
Salmon ($19) is lightly glazed with
soy vinaigrette. This vinaigrette is
nicely reinforced on the bed of carrots, watercress, and Japanese Soba
noodles.
The Mahi mahi ($18) has a mildly sweet flavor and firm texture and
is dressed with mayo and roasted
Poblano salsa, with pieces of mango and jicama. The sweetness of
the mango and jicama, along with
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Wild Edibles has been made famous for imported fresh seafood from around the world.
the jicama’s crunchiness, perfectly
compliments the fish.
Though there are definite winners, there are also a few misses.
The lobster roll ($19) has too many
strong ingredients, like onion and

red pepper, which hide the flavor
of the lobster. Also, a sweet roll is
used instead of the traditional hot
dog bun. The fish and chips ($12)
is also average, and opts for pollack instead of cod. While the beer

batter coating is crunchy, the flavor
and texture of the pollack is trite.
The tartar sauce though is creamy
and addictive.

Fashion Doctor: building beautiful
BY ISMOILA ALLI-BALOGUN
STAFF WRITER

The average-looking girl dressed
for any ordinary day of the week
gets about four hits on a typical
day. I’ll break this down. First, she
gets the opening hit from the occasional stranger that boards the
train headed in the opposite direction. Second, from the well-dressed
gentleman who has the trendy
outfit but is underprovided in the
looks department, which is needed to harmonize his style with her
taste. Third, from the infrequent
handsome chap that happens to
give a fleeting look and walks past
her leaving a short-lived scent of
Burberry’s “Touch-Me If You Can.”
And lastly, from G-unit’s favorite
bad boy who stops and tries to spit
fresh game, but has a beyond-normal intensity of bad breath. Does
she find a match? No, she doesn’t.
It is yet another day of an absolute
mismatch.
Wherein lies attraction? Or
better yet, and as far as looks are
concerned, when do we say that
two people fit each other, none being comparatively hotter than the
other? The dynamics of looks, in all
sincerity and bluntness, vary from
the utterly and naturally ungifted to
the remarkably and extraordinarily
gorgeous. In fact the Web site, hotornot.com, captures this spectrum
of looks on a rating scale of 1 to 10.
1-4 being “not so-fine,” 5-8 being,
“I’d hit it,” and 9 to 10 being, “. . . and
then there was heaven!”
I posted my picture for the sheer
sake of curiosity and got off with an
average of a 7.9. Not bad at all. At
least I’m hit-able. Put me in a sharp
custom-tailored suit, rich-textured
pink tie, and then buff me an immaculate bald cranium and I’d
strike a promising 8.999.

Here is my point. And to fully
understand this, let us rewind. Let’s
build a 10. Pick any lady at random,
not a remarkably gifted one, but
anyone of standard looks. Bring
out the chisel, markers, scissors,
make up, beauticians, treadmill,
and let’s build her. Let’s nip and
tuck. Let’s scrape and buff. Let’s
work her till she achieves our target
goal of a 9.99! Engineers of beauty,
the work begins: the teeth, brace
it; the breasts, enlarge it; the eyebrows, neatly pluck them; the nails,
French-tipped; acne, get the Proactive; the legs, shave them; cellulite,
taebo; the gut, pilates; the behind,
firmer; the hair, Pantene Pro-V;
complexion, tanner; mustache,
wax it!
Work break — is she any closer?
No? And again we go. Get a skirt.
Not the mini-skirt, the shorter
black one. The legs must be uncovered. This is imperative. I want her
in a revealing shirt that shows the
cleavage in all its glory and magnificence. Let the world thirst, covet
and adore. Bring the heels. Not the
glass heels, we’re aiming for a 10,
not a 9. Besides, there is nothing
hooker-ish about her. Beauticians
begin. Make the varying shades
soothe her skin tone. Embellish.
Define. Build. Now stop. Take off
the braces. She’s done.
When did beauty, plain and natural beauty, loose its allure? Is nudity or something relatively close
to it the only measure by which a
10 is defined? By which beautiful
is defined? Let us make right. Skin
deep beauty, in all its natural and
God-willed perfection, should be
every woman’s defining characteristic. No additives. No dilution. No
excess garbage.
Let’s build a 10? Pick any girl at
Baruch or any girl anywhere. Wait,
look, and think. She already is.

HOTORNOT.COM

Be sure to check out hotornot.com and you can decide who’s hot and who’s not.
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Stay away from chocolate during finals
BY REBECCA FORBES
STAFF WRITER

UOGUELPH.CA

Organic fruits and veggies are locally grown and therefore don’t waste gas!

Start caring NOW: global
warming a rising concern
BY MALESSA ETHERIDGE
STAFF WRITER

In this day and age more often
than not we feel conflicted about
how to help prevent global warming. Many shrug it off, as it does not
affect us directly right now.
However, there are subtle ways
in which one can tend for their
environment. It starts with caring
about the ramifications of things
that reinforce greenhouse gases.
Students and the college community can come together to make an
effort. “We as young people need to
care more about our environment
because sooner or later we will suffer” said Joy Heart, a junior.
Here are a few ways in which we
can help:
Recycle: Plastic, glass and paper
are all recyclable. According to Fred
Krupp, president of Environmental
Defense, it takes about 20 times
more energy to make an aluminum
can from scratch than it does from
a recycled one. If you’re not sure if
a product is reyclable, just look for
the recycling triangle logo.
Eat Organic and Local Produce: By eating local you are saving
fuel since these goods do not have
to be transported. In addition, organic foods do not use chemicals

on them so this produce is healthier for both your body and the soil!
“I shop organic even though it’s
pricier because it’s worth it to know
I’m not contaminating my body
with toxins,” said Jasmine Ortiz, 21,
a senior.
Drive a fuel-efficient car: Driving a typical car produces a lot of
greenhouse gases. Opt for a fuel-efficient car that will also put money
in your pocket, since it uses less
gas.
Pay attention to plastic bags:
More and more retailers, like Ikea
and Whole Foods are selling reusable shopping bags. According to
San Francisco’s recently passed
Plastic Bag Reduction Ordinance,
plastic shopping bags have destroyed 14 million trees, used more
than 12 million barrels of oil and
lead to the death of more than
100,000 marine animals from entanglement. So, the next time the
cashier tries to put your pack of
gum in a plastic bag, tell her you’ll
spare the earth.
Use hand dryers in bathrooms:
Stop using tissues to dry your hands
and start making use of the hand
dryers that are on the wall! It won’t
make much of a difference in your
life, but it will make a big difference
for the environment!.

As finals week creeps up on
us, everyone is starting to feel the
weight of stress on their shoulders.
Well, did you know that certain
foods can help with those anxious
feelings?
According to the article “Eat
Right to Fight Stress,” by Willow
Lawson for Psychology Today, eating foods like chocolate or the everpopular vending machine chips
may not be beneficial for your nervous stomach. Those jolts of energy
from chocolate or coffee will soon
leave you groggy. Salty chips can
cause you to become dehydrated
and equally tired. Since these effects are not really helpful while
you’re studying, it is important not
to overdose or rely solely on these
kinds of foods.
It’s important to note that those
foods may not be good for you in
the long-run either. A 2003 article
published on WebMD.com titled
“Chemical Link Found Between
Stress and Cookie Cravings” reported that a study was conducted
illustrating that the same ingredients in high-fat, high carbohydrate
comfort foods that help reduce
stress have been shown to pack on
the pounds and cause other health
problems later on. While this may
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As gratifying as sweets may be, they cause energy to spike up and then drop swiftly.
not be important when you’re staring at a bunch of notes you don’t
understand, you may not be so
happy later. The key here is moderation. You should have your comfort foods when you need them
during a stressful situation, but try
not to make it a habit.
I’m not saying that you have to
swear off junk food, comfort food,
or that crucial cup of coffee during
finals week. Sometimes you just
need a chocolate bar before trying
your hand at Calculus again. But
sustaining yourself with healthy
foods like a chicken sandwich or

a salad will make you feel much
better and satisfy your grumbling
tummy.
During times of anxiety and
stress, one of the most important
things for your brain and body is
B Vitamins. According to Lawson’s
article, B vitamins work overtime
for us during stressful times to
sustain our nerves, brain cells and
convert the foods we eat into energy. B Vitamins are found in a lot
of food that is delicious and easy to
find including bananas, fish, baked
potatoes, avocados, chicken and
green leafy vegetables.

COOKING WITH ANGELA

Bruschetta with ricotta and marmalade
Ingredients:
12 slices (1/2-inch-thick) ciabatta or other rustic white bread
15 ounces ricotta cheese
¾ cup orange (or apricot) marmalade

Directions:
1. Heat a grill pan over medium-high heat. Grill the bread until
golden brown.
2. Spread two tablespoons ricotta over each piece of toast.
3. Spoon two tablespoon marmalade over the ricotta, and serve.
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Tennis all-star fights his
way to the top of CUNY
BY ROSELINY D. GENAO
STAFF WRITER

No matter how tough the opponent, you can count on this allstar tennis player and member of
the four-time tennis champions
to always pull through. Michalis
Zevlakis, now in his third year on
the men’s tennis team, has not
only emerged as a major asset on
the team but as a true leader.
This Bearcat knows the game.
He has been playing tennis for
over 10 years and was the captain
of the tennis team at Flushing High
School all four years.
Success has carried through
and he was recently named the
Athlete of the Week on the Baruch
Athletics Web site.
When it comes to Zevlakis,
you can expect delivery. He has

been a major contributor to tennis
matches over the past season and
was cited as “dominating his opponents.”
He attributes this success to
his inner desire to always win and
compete at his best.
Fellow team member Dumitru
Pitu compared Zevlakis and his
opponents to David and Goliath.
“No matter how big and tough
the opponent looks, Mike will get
them,” he said.
Admiration and respect for Zevlakis’ work resonates at all levels of
the team. In just three words, Alexander Sokol, a senior on the team,
described Zevlakis as “fearless,
hardworking and an all-around
great teammate.”
Head Coach Floren Giuglescu
highlighted the immense progress
in Zevlakis’ serve throughout the

season, as well as the strong sense
of character the player possesses.
“If everyone in the school were
at his level, we would be a top
school,” Coach Giuglescu added.
For Zevlakis, both the ups and
downs during the tennis season
have been memorable.
He transfers what he learns on
the court and applies it to other
parts of his life. “Whether I was
winning or losing, the time I spent
on the court has manifested into
my everyday [life] and into the way
I handle things,” he said.
With yet another tennis championship title under his belt, Zevlakis looks forward to the upcoming NCAA tournament. “I think we
will do [well] in the NCAA tournament because we have nothing to
lose. It’s the first time we’re going
so anything can happen.”

If you would like to write articles
for the sports section, contact the
editor at tickersports@gmail.com
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SCHEDULE
Baseball
5/10 - CUNYAC Playoffs, TBD
5/11 - CUNYAC Playoffs, TBD
5/12 - CUNYAC Playoffs, TBD
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CUNY superstar
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Donning a ponytail and a bright
smile, freshman softball catcher
Idelissa Lluveres reveals a surprising fact: “I’m really shy,” she says
with a laugh.
Ironically, Lluveres can most
always be spotted at Baruch hanging out with tons of friends, some
of which are fellow teammates.
“I get along really well with these
girls; so well that it’s one of the
tightest teams I’ve ever been with,”
she explains.
It’s without a doubt that Lluveres has played a tremendous role
in the success of this year’s softball
team, who boasts a 9-4 conference
record and is well into the playoffs.
This may be her first year playing
for Baruch but by no means is Lluveres a novice to the game.
In fact, Lluveres isn’t a novice
to most other sports, including
baseball, volleyball and basketball,
which is the first sport she took up
playing. But as a youngster, playing
softball was a whole other ballpark.
“I started playing baseball when
I was 11. I didn’t get into playing
softball until my freshman year of
high school because it was an allgirls’ school,” she explains. “I was
kind of forced into playing softball.
I didn’t want to play at all.”
Lluveres is glad to have stuck
with softball, as she is the owner
of an unmatched batting average
of .500 and an on-base percentage
of .549, both within the confer-

ence. She has earned herself two
consecutive Rookie of the Week
awards and is undoubtedly in the
running for CUNY’s 2007 Rookie of
the Year.
Lluveres owes her all-star status
to both a good work ethic and determination. “When I started out,
I wasn’t all that good,” she says.
“Practice makes perfect. You just
have to give your heart.” She also
credits her teammates on teaching
her an indispensable trait, essential
to the team: patience. “I’ve learned
how to be a lot more patient when
it comes to people,” she says. “I’ve
learned that team chemistry is really important.”
Besides being part of the Baruch’s softball team, Lluveres
lends her talent to the Dominican
Republic National softball team,
which she joined last summer. The
team plays from June to August
and travels to places such as Brazil
and Canada.
Despite her loyalty to both softball teams in New York and D.R.,
Lluveres is completely unfaithful
to her real home team, the New
York Yankees. “I’m definitely a
Boston Red Sox fan. [Baruch students are] going to hate me when
they read this but that’s okay,” she
says, laughing.
Clearly, behind the plate, Lluveres has a tight grip on the bat
and a good eye on the ball. But behind her self-proclaimed shyness,
she’s got more than what just the
statistics show.
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The tennis team has captured yet another CUNY championship.

“We are the champions”
BY MARIANE ST. MAURICE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

It was a perfect weekend. The
rain had given way to the shining
sun and its comforting warmth,
and as everyone rested from a tiring week, the Baruch College men’s
tennis team battled on the courts of
the U.S. National Tennis Center to
win their fourth consecutive championship title.
The Bearcats kicked off the
weekend with the Semi-finals on
Saturday, April 28, postponed from
Friday due to bad weather. Starting
at 10 a.m., the players were on the
courts facing Hunter, showcasing
once more the rivalry that exists between the Hawks and the Bearcats.
As various matches were going
on and a few athletes played simultaneously, Baruch fans moved from
court to court, supporting the team.
Though it was not a big crowd, the
fans’ presence was needed and appreciated since often, there were
no referees and the players had to
make the calls themselves.

Nevertheless, the athletes stayed
focused on their game, which paid
off for the Bearcats. Their combination of wins in both singles and
doubles matches allowed them to
surpass the Hawks, and they moved
on to face the Brooklyn College
Bridges in the finals on Sunday.
Though the finals may have started on a sour note due to the Bridges
winning two out of the three doubles matches, the Bearcats came
back and won four of the six singles
matches, to end with a score of 5-4
in their favor.
It was Ramon-Shane Johnson,
CUNYAC tournament MVP, who
clinched Baruch’s decisive point at
the end of a match that lasted nearly four and a half hours. The team’s
reaction was to be expected: they
mobbed him as soon as he scored
the point.
Though it may have been close
at some times, the team’s coach,
Florin Giuglescu, said he was never scared, but kept his cool under
pressure. As a coach, Giuglescu
emphasizes hard work and deter-

mination, citing as example the
late night practices the team holds
every Sunday from 9 p.m. to midnight.
“We used to run stairs,” he said,
“and their knees were shaking. But
this is a sport and in a sport you
cannot lie. You cannot [fool] anybody, not even yourself.”
The victory the Bearcats obtained that weekend not only represented another championship
under their belt, but it also gave
them a berth to play in the NCAA
tournament, making them the first
CUNY team to have that opportunity.
Their first opponent was Alvernia College, also a first timer to the
tournament, whom they faced on
Friday, May 4.
The team has undoubtedly accomplished many things this year
to make Baruch proud. Though
some players are leaving, Giuglescu has already started recruiting
through his international network,
promising Baruch College another
exciting season next year.

The end is near for baseball
n The Bearcats are
vying for a postseason berth, as
the season closes
BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Lluveres provides alot of offensive power for the Bearcats.

This season proved to be tough
on Baruch’s baseball team. With
three games left on the CUNY conference schedule the Bearcats are
standing in fifth place among the
other CUNY schools. Still, there is
always a chance that the team will
make it into the playoffs.
“This season is really frustrating, but we continue to play, we
are improving … we began to re-

alize what we need to do in order
to win,” said the head coach Jose
Torres.
Indeed, the Bearcats had a
shaky start of the season losing first five games. These games
weren’t a part of CUNY conference
and for that reason they did not affect Bearcats’ chances of making it
into playoffs.
When the CUNY conference
games began, almost a month into
the season Bearcats were still in an
unsteady shape.
Torres believes that there is still
a chance of the team making it into
the playoffs. This can be done by
winning the next three games.
Torres did not envision this kind
of turnout for this season. “Initially
I thought we had a good shot at going the long way,” he said. Then all

sorts of problems took place. One
of the players quit the team due to
transportation problems. Another
couldn’t play due to academic
problems.
Also, nearly half the players
on the team are freshmen, which
might have affected the outcome.
Many believe that this is a rebuilding period for Baruch Baseball, but Torres makes no such excuses. “I’m just a guy who likes to
win no matter what,” he said.
Torres strongly believes that
“the only problem [for the team]
is the mental aspect of the game.”
He feels that not all players realize
how important that can be. “Ones
that can handle it will be successful,” he said.
Hopefully the Bearcats will
make it to the playoffs this year.

